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Hello and welcome to your jam packed double
December-January edition of FMJ. This winter
we bring you seven features instead of the
usual four, with all the usual news, updates
and announcements sprinkled on top.

A

ssuming anyone from the FM industry is still conscious
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PHS talk us through everything you need to know about going
paperless and Sarah Cole from Universal Commercial Relocation
           
possible. Then we hear from i-clean about their experiences
perfecting their benchmarking procedures.
               
              
someone who had developed an entirely new way of thinking about
   !"  # $%      
             
 &      ' 
 $'  
  ()*        
faces if they thought there was a trend whereby talent entering
the industry automatically gravitated toward the service providers
rather than the client side. Read their views inside.
' $   )        
 &   +   , 
New Year.

www.wyndeham.co.uk
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As always, we’d welcome your feedback about any aspect of
the magazine, together with your insight into what’s happening
in the FM sector.
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From Single to Multi-user: CAFM solutions to suit you
Enable your workforce
whatever the size
with our always connected solutions
Concept Evolution CAFM
& FSI GO Workforce Mobility
from FSI

Let us help change your world.
+44 (0)1708 251900 info@fsifm.com www.fsifm.com
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Short or long
term hires
available
Full UK Cover
Next day deliver for most hires
Standard Delivery Charges
Training Given on every
Delivery
Free machine Advice
ISO9001:2008 Accredited
TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT OUR COMPLETE PRODUCT RANGE, PLEASE CONTACT :

TEL: 0844 967 1921

e kristie@cleansweep.co.uk @ www.cleansweephire.co.uk

twitter.com/cleansweephire

EMERGENCY
LIGHT TESTING
SO EASY YOU CAN DO
IT ON YOUR PHONE
THE EASIEST
INSTALLATION

FORGET
THE PANEL

LOVES YOUR
LIGHTS

NO
LIMITS

SAVE TIME
AND MONEY

PROOF

Use existing wiring, or your
LAN for a ‘no wires’ network.
Add our addressable module
to your existing lights and
luminaires.

Cloud monitoring and reporting
of any system anywhere in
the world, on your computer,
phone or tablet.

Works with almost
any light or luminaire,
including LEDs.
Measure direct light
levels and current.

Works with
any existing
emergency
lighting system
including
central battery.

Cost and efﬁciency beneﬁts
with automated testing
and reporting. One click
sharing of maintenance or
test reports right from your
phone.

Full test history
available any time.
The easy way
to demonstrate
compliance to
BS5266.

Tel: +44 (0)1670 707 111 Email: sales@luxintelligent.com Web: www.luxintelligent.com

Contact us now for a demo
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 Next Edition
In February’s edition of FMJ we will go behind
  $%  
out how Incentive FM overcomes the challenges
posed by managing such a busy site. We get
expert advice on how to implement and carry
out disaster recovery strategies and source
expert opinion on designing the most productive
interiors possible. Finally we chat to Sodexo’s
Mark Death about his views on the modern
security sector. So if you have any thoughts or
feedback please email:

 charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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Food service sector
reports a ‘healthy’ growth
O

ver four million customers are served
daily by food service management
(FSM) businesses, and with one in four
meals in the UK now being consumed
out of the home, upward trends point
to a continued growth in out-of-home
    
to the British Hospitality Association’s
latest report on Britain’s Food Service
Management sector.
Current sales for FSM companies stand at
£83.9 billion, equating to 42 per cent of total
consumer expenditure on food, drink and
catering in the UK. And with predicted growth
in the future, leading companies surveyed
as part of the British Hospitality’s annual
national survey are expecting the sector
to generate 10,000 new jobs in the next
12 months on top of the 268,000 currently
employed by FSM companies.
The report also revealed the respondents
expectations for growth in the demand for
‘street food’, healthy options and reduced

sugar in meals served. All of the FSM
companies surveyed said they are providing
healthier alternatives and lower calorie
options in addition to 94 per cent reducing
salt in their meals, 88 per cent are including
more fruits and vegetables in menus, 88
per cent training chefs on cooking healthy
options, 81 per cent reducing fat in meals,
81 per cent reducing added sugar in meals,
<=      /   &
69 per cent include calorie labelling on
menus and 50 per cent are reducing
calories per portion
Longer-term trends within the sector
remain uncertain, in particular consumer
demands of the millennial generation.
Food service management activities
include: food service contractors (e.g. for
transportation companies); operators
of food concessions at sports and
similar facilities; operators of canteens
  [  & &
hospitals or schools) and event catering.

UK ECONOMY GETS A BOOST FROM NORSE
Norwich-based facilities management, property services and care homes group, Norse,
contributes approximately £286 million to the UK economy each year, according to a recent
independent survey.
The report, by SQW, a provider of research, analysis and advice on sustainable economic and
social development, has estimated that the business group supports a Gross Value Added (GVA)
of around £286 million in the UK through its services, wages and procurement of supplies. In
           !  " #  
on supplier companies, job creation and the spending power of its workforce.
In total the Group directly employs 9,650 people in the UK, 5,385 of which are in Norfolk.
Including the supplier impacts and spending by employees, the Group supports the
$     !%&   '*+       !
6,384 people.
In 2014/15, Norse Group
total turnover was an
estimated £264 million, of
which around 49 per cent
(£128 million) was generated
from clients outside Norfolk.
This is an increase of a third
:;<"  !$=
In 2014 the total employment in Norfolk was 401,000, with a total Gross Value Added (GVA)
– the measure of the value of goods and services produced in an area – of £16 billion. Norse
Group therefore accounts for almost 1.6 per cent of jobs in the county and around 0.7 per cent of
" %      $    $
 >!  !!  !        "?   
  ! @ %!     # %? %
community engagement and charitable giving.
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INTERSAFE TURNS 20

&    ' * +/
 0    
same age as Easyjet and Ebay.
Founded by Adrian Pendle, when
he was buying in PAT Testing services
for the family company. The services
1*"
    2334#
Since then the list of major clients has
grown, from American Express and
Sony, to Mulberry, the University of
Brighton and the Ministry of Defence.

FMJ.CO.UK

SMES RISKING SECURITY

BREACHES OVER DATA

INDUSTRY INSIGHT

DATES FOR THE

FM DIARY
21-23 JUNE 2016
www.facilitiesshow.com

13 JANUARY 2016

5'"! *
KPMG 15 Canada Square, London
www.bifm.org.uk

25-26 JANUARY 2016

Facilities Management Forum
Radisson Blu Hotel, London Stansted
www.forumevents.co.uk

U

K businesses are putting themselves at risk
of fraud resulting from a security breach
by not assigning an employee to be responsible
for information security education and
implementation within their organisation, warns
information destruction specialist, Shred-it.
According to a recent Shred-it survey nearly half
(46 per cent) of small business owners have no
employee responsible for managing data security
issues, compared to just eight per cent of C-suites.
Even more concerning, the results revealed more
than a quarter (27 per cent) of small businesses
do not have information security policies and
procedures in place; a third of those who do, admit
to never training their employees on these protocols,
according to Shred-it’s Security Tracker 5.0.

*  
    
place 15-21 November, Shred-it is calling on the
UK government to implement legislation to
ensure all businesses have a dedicated employee
responsible for raising awareness of the importance
of data security, understanding changes to
legislation and enforcing data security procedures in
the workplace.
Since April 2010, the Information Commissioner’s
#[)+#|  ~<   
/        %   
  ]  /   
irreversible damage to a company’s reputation
as a result of a breach, Shred-it claims that
businesses are still not doing enough when it
comes to data security.

The break room facility working for business
The UK’s productivity gap is still a problem facing
many businesses.
*       #] 
UK, a properly managed break room facility can
    /     
productivity levels, increasing revenue and boosting
 ^ 
Between June and April this year, output per hour
  _`  z{   ]   
being the biggest quarter rise in productivity for four
years and although progress is being made, there is
still a huge challenge ahead for the government and
businesses to close the UK’s productivity gap.
)         &/   
# "     [#"|    
UK businesses are still immersed in an ongoing
productivity problem, with the UK’s average output
per hour 20 per cent lower than other developed
countries such as the US, Germany and France.
While a company’s output and productivity is

 1      
   &        
   &#] _` 
the time for businesses to address the suitability of
the working environment for employees head-on.

02 FEBRUARY 2016

6&' 
Waldorf Hilton, London
www.inspiredconferences.com

09 FEBRUARY 2016

75   *
The Crystal, London, E16 1GB
www.workplace-futures.co.uk

24 FEBRUARY 2016

'$%&$  8* 
! +/29
The Grosvenor House Hotel, London
www.cibse.org/bpa

06-07 APRIL 2016

7"   %+/29
Event City, Manchester
www.cleaningshow.co.uk/manchester

26-27 APRIL 2016

; '  &   +/29
Olympia, London
www.stepex.com

10-13 MAY 2016

'%%!<'=7&6 >&!=! 
RAI Amsterdam, The Netherlands
www.issainterclean.com/en/
amsterdam/

18 MAY 2016

7 "*+/29
Milton Court, Silk St, London
www.thinkfm.com
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GLOBAL FM

FARNEK WINS STRING OF DEALS IN UAE
UAE facilities management company, Farnek has won four new
facilities management contracts which combined are worth in excess
*?2#@  #
  
     
 ]&
+ & (  ]$ ]   
include Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing (MEP), Heating Ventilating
and Air Conditioning (HVAC) maintenance, cleaning, waste management
and clerical manpower outsourcing services, across all seven emirates in
the UAE.
A one-year deal has been signed between Farnek and UAE telecoms
 ]_&  <       
throughout the region. This contract is in addition to the deal awarded to
 ]_            _* 
)  /   & (    ^ 

  &    ,*+        ]&
z *]&       "     '
agreement involves the permanent deployment of eight engineers for the
duration of the contract.
* ^      ]  &
%       ]      &   &
landscaping, generator and waste management consultancy services and
will involve the placement of 32 cleaners and 15 maintenance engineers.
Lastly, Farnek has secured a three-year contract with world-wide power
company, Cummins which designs, manufactures, sells and services diesel
    =          &
to provide MEP, HVAC as well as elevator maintenance and cleaning, for
+ $/      _*      
party contracts for the landscaping and pest control.

IRELAND’S INAUGURAL FM SUMMIT
TAKES PLACE IN DUBLIN
The BIFM Ireland Region inaugural FM
Summit 2015, sponsored by Aramark and
OCS took place on the 20 November at
* & ] '/  
event of its kind to take place in Ireland, the
summit saw a host of industry experts take
to the stage to exchange knowledge and
ideas around the growing profession of facilities management in Ireland.
Hosted by Aoibhinn Ní Shúilleabháin, the FM Summit served as a vibrant platform for
business and facilities management professionals to exchange knowledge, information and
ideas on the many facets of one of Ireland’s fastest growing professions, investigating how
FM impacts various business sectors.
' $ 2)
   ]   ) $   
speakers and local experts to give their inspirational take on driving businesses forward and
  %        
      ]
Malone, performance director at Paralympics Ireland, Monica Parker, founder of HATCH and
Jennifer Kelly, VP of Global Real Estate and Workplace Services at Google.
The BIFM Ireland Region Awards, sponsored by the Centre for the Modern Environment
(CME) at Portobello Institute, also took palce at the event. The awards included two key
categories – Ireland Region Young FM Professional of the Year and Ireland Region FM
Professional of the Year.

ISS ACCELERATES WITH PORSCHE
CONTRACT EXTENSION
'%%G     
facilities services for Porsche in StuttgartN1  +/22 
an extension of its existing contract for
a further three years, with the option to
extend for two additional years.
'%%    
infrastructural facility management at the
Porsche museum, as well as infrastructural
facility management and event services at
8  #
The contract extension will now see
'%%       *+/2@  
  *+/+/#
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ISS ANNOUNCES KEY
GLOBAL APPOINTMENTS
ISS A/S has concluded all key appointments to its executive
       
    / 
 *
    z
] !   )  + #* ! 
will move to ISS from global security services provider G4S,
where he has served as regional CEO Asia & Middle East and
     %       /
years. Prior to joining G4S, Ryan spent more than 20 years
with global logistics and transportation company Neptune
Orient Lines (NOL), primarily in its APL subsidiary.
'
     z ! &
who is a US citizen, will relocate with his family from Hong
Kong to the US.
' ,   &    + #*/&
)      3          
regional CEO Western Europe.
Hinnerskov joined ISS in 2003 and over the past 12 years,
has held numerous regional, country management and
       ]  & &)  &
Austria, and Singapore. Prior to joining ISS, he worked in
investment banking and consulting, with Gudme Raaschou
and McKinsey respectively.
] ,     ,     
+ #*/, )/[* 
 " |& /    )  
portfolio, since joining the group in 2011.
Hudson joined ISS from Australian Vintage Ltd, one of
the largest wine companies in Australia, where he was CEO
for four years. Prior to joining Australian Vintage, he held a
number of senior international roles with Yum Restaurants
(KFC, Pizza Hut and Taco Bell and listed on NYSE),
    /  &   
    
Hudson will relocate to Singapore in early 2016 to take up
his new role.
* / & ]&        
/,  
 + #/
]  )  z  *   &
bringing with him a wealth of experience gained in the
hospitality industry in Australia, Hong Kong and India,
spanning from the opening and running of major global
hotels, to property development and asset management for
hotel investors.

If you have a
HVAC equipment problem...
Weatherite will have the solution!!!
With over 43 year’s expertise, Weatherite Air
Conditioning Ltd can deliver ‘exactly’ the right
solution for your ‘specific’ HVAC needs.
We specialise in the design and manufacture
of made to measure new and replacement
equipment, built within our state-of-the-art
production plant. We will also, if requested,
install and commission the equipment to suit
the client’s specific needs.
Typical applications include:●

Direct replacement solutions

●

Refurbishment/upgrade of existing equipment

●

Flat pack-restricted access solutions

●

New build solutions-all commercial sectors

●

Energy efficient data centre cooling

HVAC Solutions...
from the Experts

BRITISH MANUFACTURER

To find out more about how we can help
with your HVAC needs:Call the Weatherite Team

0121 665 2266
email: sales@weatheritegroup.com
or visit the website: www.weatheritegroup.com
on

Part of the Weatherite Group of Companies

AIR CONDITIONING LIMITED

ADVICE & OPINION

WORKPLACE WEEK

AN INDUSTRY IN NEED
IN THE WAKE OF ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL YEAR FMJ SPOKE TO ANDREW MAWSON, THE BRAINS BEHIND
WORKPLACE WEEK, WHO THINKS THAT FM CAN GO ABOVE AND BEYOND TO CHANGE LIVES (OKAY
WORKSPACES) IN A WAY THE TRADITIONAL VIEW OF THE INDUSTRY WOULD NEVER SUGGEST POSSIBLE

Every year Children in Need sets out to
improve the lives of an untold number
of people up and down the land. In
2014 alone, Pudsy added £49 million
to his piggy bank. We don’t know
how large 2015’s haul will be yet, but
   /  &  ~z&zzz
will have been raised thanks to the
    
Once upon a time in a galaxy far,
far away, Andrew Mawson sat upon a
   B!  C   !
given the fairy tale story Workplace
Week can boast, and bolstered by the
fact that it actually happens to be true.
About eight years ago Mawson
watched Children in Need on television
and said to himself “we should really
do something about this.” Unlike the
overwhelming majority of the millions
making the same statement at the
same time, Mawson was true to his
word.
That seed blossomed into Workplace
Week, which this year boasted 18 site
visits with dozens of people attending
10
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the annual dinner at BT Tower on the
11th of November.
        
a result of this week are of course
something to be proud of. But on top
of that, Mawson, who has almost a
quarter of a century of experience with
Advanced Workplace Associates, knows
just how much there is to learn about
the workplace as a result of the tours
and events he makes available.
“Workers should be seen more like
cognitive athletes.” he says. “They need
to perform to their very best and every
#  !  !    
this.”
This year Workplace Week arranged
tours around buildings including the
Guardian, CIMA and the Royal Bank of
Scotland. “We need to open people’s
$  !#   ?$! !
managing facilities – to expose people
to alternatives during working hours.
That means they can draw lessons from
the reality. Plus it’s great fun.”
When a lot of FM professionals

take lessons from cabinet ministers
and Premier League Footballers in
how to talk for thirty minutes without
saying anything whatsoever, Mawson’s
dodging of stereotypes and clichés is a
breath of fresh air.
Mawson is adamant that the
outsourcing trend gripping FM is a
mistake, this wasn’t always his view, but
 @ $  @   ! 
“FMs have become too obsessed with
costs. The industry has lost sight of
what the facilities teams are there to do.
The focus is on the bottom line rather
than morale or improving productivity,
which actually come hand in hand.”
Of course it’s easy to sit back and
poke holes in anything, but has
Mawson’s experience with AWA and
Workplace Week provided any insight?
How does he suggest these problems
be addressed? “There needs to be
more understanding of what is actually
possible.” he explains. “It is also
essential that the sector recognise the
role that science and education can

play in transforming the culture of our
workspaces. They are tools that are
completely underutilised.
“We need to promote the value
of evidence and ensure that FMs are
educated about all the research that is
  @   !  $    
could really be massive. There is
information available around hydration,
  %#  % ! < 
 ! !  #  ! 
information to maximise productivity
! 
 
decisions.”
Mawson’s experience can’t be
ignored; he is a founding director of
AWA and well versed in the evolution of
work and the workplace having worked
with Merrill Lynch, RBS, Network Rail,
Invesco, Unicef, Welcome Break and the
Y Z# 
Just like Children in Need, Mawson
hopes that Workplace Week will go
from strength to strength. “Next year,”
he says, “we hope we can engage all
the institutions that have stake in
the creation and management of the
workplace including HR, Real Estate,
FM and IT”.
When you consider that Workplace
Week raised £30,000 this year, up from
£13,000 in 2014, you wouldn’t bet
against him.

Andrew Mawson

#loveyourworkspace
KI’s portfolio of workplace furniture helps some of the
world’s leading organisations to create a happy, healthy,
high performing working environment for their people.

The ideal working
environment is different for
every individual. This is why
a better understanding of
the relationship between
personality types and
office landscapes can help
enhance productivity &
wellbeing.
Find out more:
www.kieurope.com/
loveyourworkspace

KI Europe
New Fetter Place
8-10 New Fetter Lane
London EC4A 1AZ
E: workplace@kieurope.com
W: www.kieurope.com
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CONTRACT WINS & PARTNERSHIPS

Cordant Security has been chosen by London Business
School as a key partner to provide a number of services
at its main site in Regent’s Park, central London.
The contract will see Cordant Security provide a team
of 18 guards to provide 24/7 support, plus a dedicated
concierge in charge of all front of house activities. All
security personnel will be dressed in smart, dark suits
rather than uniforms, therefore projecting a strong
visual presence which also reflects the high class
business ethos of the organisation. In addition Cordant
Security will also manage the strict protocols around
events that attract high profile visitors.

ISS RETTAINS
S M&
&E CONTR
R AC
CT ATT
AND’S
S LA
ARG
GEST DESIIGNEER OU
UTLEE T
SCOTLA

National winter maintenance firm Ice Watch has won
a contract worth £500,000 to carry out gritting and
snow clearing services for Yorkshire Water at over 120
of its top operational sites and 2,000 of its occasional
sites across the region. The deal, lasting an initial

ISS Facility Services has retained its Mechanical and Electrical (M&E) services
contract for a further three years at the Livingston Designer Outlet in Scotland.
'%%    "R&     +33+29 V## 
>   *         
         7X    #
In addition to the M&E services, the terms of the contract will see ISS maintain
$"%  *  *      #7 
         
          #
7>       6       
management and development of retail and leisure property, has over 70 retail
stores, restaurants, cafes, an eight-screen cinema and adventure golf courses,
making it the largest designer outlet in Scotland.

two years, will create 32 seasonal maintenance jobs
throughout Yorkshire.
Mitie’s Total Security Management business has
secured a three-year contract at Aberdeen Harbour,
which handles around 8,000 vessel arrivals
annually and 4.75 million tonnes of cargo valued
at approximately £1.5 billion for a wide range of
industries, making it one of the busiest trust ports
in the UK. Under the terms of the deal, Mitie will
be responsible for delivering security services
throughout four key areas in the harbour, along with
two minibus shuttle services and a dedicated mobile
response vehicle.

TEAM Q DELIVERS MAINTENANCE
SERVICES TO REGENT STREET
Team Q, part
of the Turner
Group of
companies, has
secured a threeyear deal with
Regent Street
Management
Direct to
provide
mechanical,
electrical and
/  
maintenance on
London’s busy
Regent Street,
which attracts more than 7.5 million tourists every year, and is one of the Capital’s
        &^      
The contract was awarded following a competitive tender process to Team Q, who
is now providing the maintenance services across a portfolio of approximately 70
buildings. All are located within close proximity of Regent Street.
Team Q and Regent Street Management Direct are now working together to challenge
the traditional norms of facilities management and deliver customer service that goes
beyond performance expectations. The contract delivery will be built around delivering
excellent in customer service and sustainability.
The contract, which went live on 1 September 2015 is being delivered by a dedicated
team including engineers, supervisors, management and a dedicated client service desk.

12
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Bouygues Energies & Services has been awarded a
three-year contract to deliver Total FM Services for
international energy business, BG Group. The contract,
which is due to commence January 2016 will see
Bouygues Energies & Services provide a number of
services at BG Group’s global headquarters in Reading
and executive offices in Central London.
Workplace consultant, Saracen Interiors has been
appointed to revamp the offices of Audatex, a risk and
asset management software services company based in
Theale, Reading.
Northern Ireland’s Mount Charles Group, has been
awarded a three-year contract valued at £500,000 to
provide cleaning services for the terminal building
at Belfast International Airport. The contract, which
Mount Charles says is a significant boost for the
business commences on 1 December 2015, and will see
the transfer of 30 staff, bringing the total employed by
the company at the airport to over 70.
Mitie’s Total Security Management business has been
awarded a three-year security deal with Scottish &
Southern Energy (SSE), which will help provide 24 hour
security personnel across its UK wide portfolio.

Fast, effective relief from
security, safety and access
control headaches.

Replace, repair, maintain and
sustain solutions from the experts.
For almost 70 years, we have been at the forefront of providing perimeter security and
safety solutions in residential, education, retail, commercial and industrial environments.
Today, our portfolio includes RoSPA approved, LPS 1175 certiﬁed and Secured by
Design preferred fencing and gates, acoustic barriers, secure storage, automated
access control and decorative timber fencing, gates and landscaping features; all
designed to provide a service life well beyond our 25 year guarantee.

Timber and
steel fencing

Vehicle and
pedestrian gates

Safe play and
games areas

Outdoor
structures

Noise barriers

Pedestrian safety

Vehicle access and
parking control

Access control

Cycle, recycling and
fuel storage

Find out more about how we can help take the headache out
of facilities management by calling an expert on 0800 41 43 43
or visit us at jacksons-fencing.co.uk
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COMMENT

COOL OFFICES FOR HOT LABOUR
Michael Page, joint managing director of workplace
consultant, Saracen Interiors, looks at the phenomenon
       
that category in a competitive labour market

T

here’s no doubt about it, the
labour market is hotting up at
the moment and there are certain
sectors, and competing companies
within the same, that are feeling the
burn from the heat. With not much to
 1      
it comes to salaries and packages,
everyone is desperately looking
*  1   *
and the facilities within it that can
 [
1  *
those ready to make a change…
A trend started by the likes of the big
tech companies such as Google, whose
perks include free haircuts, laundry
 &  &   
(and its complementary perks) is fast
becoming the norm. If you can’t be the
best company, you can at least be the
best to go into and be present at each
'       
part and act the part – state-of-the /%   /  &  
design, cutting edge technology, good
  ^  [ 
‘help yourself’ policy, of course!).
* /        
were mainly the preserve of the digital,
design and media industries. Not any
more. Many companies now, regardless
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  %  &   
  1&  
    &   
working and new levels of employee
collaboration and which will please and
   
The emphasis in commercial design
has gradually changed over the years
          
 ) $   1%
working and maintaining a healthy
wellbeing as well as using the design
    1     
its values.
Attractive, harmonious workspaces
        
play a big part in what is perceived
as ‘employee wellbeing’. There are
common buzz words and phrases
 /   
  
on a lot of our jobs that are all about
    %    
while also being bang on trend: Quiet
 &  &1%  &
integrated departments and let’s throw
a snooker table and a few play stations
in there too.
A great case in point, and one that
managed to grab some headlines
earlier in the year, is Manchester-based
Rentalcars.com. Celebrating its 10th

anniversary, the company was upping
sticks to a brand new city centre
location and had over £2 million to
    /    
  
not to be missed. Its new address now
   1   
themes, including road trip, world cars,
drive-in movies and metropolis, an
open air cinema, a park area, a beach,
complete with beach huts, Starbucks
bar, swings and a pool table, free
breakfasts, hot fresh food and a
salad bar.
      
might have an impact on recruitment.
What potential new employee could
resist? If you’re a young graduate who’s
a bit hard-up, do you pick the company
that pays for the odd jolly and lets you
wear your jeans once a month or the
company that feeds and entertains
you every day? It’s a no-brainer. No
surprises then if some companies
     /    
refurbishments as an opportunity to
‘out cool’ each other in a bid to attract
  
Standard design used to be about
bums on seats and how many you
 /  " &   & $
all about comfort and pleasing the
team, with companies keeping one eye
         
       %  
facilitate that.
It’s not just about attracting the
    ) $    
them once they’re in. Google provides
all meals for those who want them
 &  &     
longer hours and make the most of
the free food.
Introducing free food and drink can
be a pretty canny move. Not only does
          % 
hours, arriving before breakfast and
leaving later at the tail end of the day, it
   
 

an atmosphere of camaraderie.
      
each other are far more likely to be
loyal to each other and work well
together than the individuals who don’t
have much of a relationship outside the
 /        
'     
more likely to develop a strong sense
of loyalty and commitment to the
brand. If workers are comfortable
in each other’s company and happy
to be around each other, they will
enjoy their jobs a whole lot more and
view the company more favorably by
association.
If you can’t do the food, there’s
always the drink. Some companies
have free drinks on tap – including
         
– while many have regular Friday drinks
   '    
send out an implicit message from
employer to employee: We like you;
we appreciate you; we trust you not to
abuse our hospitality; we want you to
like being here and to enjoy the perks
of the job.
When it comes to alcohol at work,
there are a few things to remember.
It’s great to be seen as the place to
be - an envy-inducing workplace
where the employers know how to
    &     
and everyone wants to hang out - but
there are various bits of legislation
         
in the workplace that it’s worth being
clued up on.
If a free bar’s a step too far then
concentrate on the cuppa and make a
         
 * &  
is a relatively small gesture that can go
a long way and sets the tone for both
       
to focus better and raise their game
with access to good rocket fuel and it’s
recognised as a treat.
Ultimately, it’s the little perks that
resonate most with a team and go a
long way to fostering a spirit of loyalty
and community. If the facilities provide
 ^ ^      
     
   %     
day and simply just hang out for a bit.
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FAST FACTS

COVERAGE BOOST OFFERS
FACILITIES A CUTTING EDGE
FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET
Communications regulator Ofcom reported earlier this year that
smartphones have now become the primary way UK consumers
access the Internet, outstripping usage on laptops and desktop
    !     "  
on cellular provision caused by both consumers and businesses accessing highbandwidth services both outdoors and in premises
With the physical and environmental
problems of getting high-capacity RF
signals indoors, and mobile network
   3      
     ^^ &
      
and costly for facilities managers.
)    &     
management, Cobham Wireless
explains more.
Building materials old and new
provide a range of issues that inhibit the
propagation of indoor cellular coverage.
From RF-blocking stone and marble to
!     !  ]  @ 
materials, getting signals inside from
masts outside has always provided a
       !
in venues such as concert arenas and
sports stadia, which are prone to sudden
spikes in cellular capacity demand
causing what little coverage provision is
available to be used very quickly.
Cellular is now considered a utility in
the same way as electricity and water.
Failing to provide adequate coverage
! @  #  !
to complaints and
drastically

reduce
the business
viability of a facility,
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especially in a marketplace where
 ! @  !#  
are actively marketing enhanced
cellular capabilities as part of their
overall package.
Traditionally, with the exception of
emergency service communications
systems, the use of mobile coverage
enhancement systems had been limited
by their expense and the inability of
mobile operators and facilities owners
to agree on who should pay for them.
Also, in areas where capacity is sporadic
   @   %# ! !%
solutions cater for the ‘worst-case
scenario’ with this provision then
spending most of the time being wasted.
However, with the increased reliance
on data usage and cellular capacity
for business and personal use, mobile
coverage has become a pressing issue
which an increasing number of venue
managers and owners are addressing,
having realised the value of high-quality
provision.
Whenever network connection is
inadequate, subscribers
become frustrated and blame
either their mobile network
operator or the facility they are
in. From the venue owner’s
perspective this is likely to
mean less time (and money)
spent in a leisure facility or
 %# %? 
are faced with business tenants
demanding improved provision.
Many commercial applications now
require access to mobile data services
   #  @ $! #  $

ABI Research predicts that 26 per cent
of the workforce will be mobile by
2019 and, as a result, reliant on robust
and widespread connectivity. This
usage is not just focused on the use of
smartphones and tablets for email, it
also encompasses enterprise cloud and
hybrid cloud and its associated rich
range of applications. Business-critical
information needs to be accessible at
any given time, so there’s a real need for
low-latency, highly resilient coverage,
 ! ! !  # 
To meet this need, many large
modern buildings are now constructed
with distributed antenna systems
(DAS) installed at the same time as
the building’s other utilities, including
The Shard in London and Heathrow
Airport. This mobile operator agnostic
solution propagates cellular coverage
within buildings and areas which have
problems accessing and maintaining 2G,
3G and 4G coverage.
< @#    
facility, cellular provision needs to be
considered as early as possible for
_  # $    >
   @ ! 
buildings, when coverage systems are
installed at the point of construction
these can be placed in optimum
locations and incorporated into other
technological facilities, including Wi-Fi
infrastructure for example.
DAS has a long history of providing
high-quality provision with many
 >    +  %
such as the London Olympics, the DAS
deployment was funded by a working

group of all of the local operators.
Increasingly, however, it is the facilities
managers who are likely to commission
communications infrastructure to
increase the marketability of the site.
Depending on their target customers,
owners can charge a rental fee to
local operators or actively promote
their facilities as including enhanced
cellular coverage.
For managers dealing with multi-use
facilities or in inner-city areas where
there are a range of businesses looking
to enhance the cellular coverage
@  ? !#     
requirements, next generation forms
of DAS are now available which can
dynamically move capacity as required.
 !! $#  ?  
models as CAPEX and OPEX costs can
be shared by all facilities accessing
the provision.
Imagine a business park, concert
@  !#  ?  
area –for example London’s O2 arena.
In such a venue there are very clear
 ! ! @   
times. While network facilities serving
   !#   
likely to be heavily congested during the
daytime, the area will be almost empty
at night. Simultaneously the concert
area is likely to be extremely busy in the
evening if there is an event taking place.
Using traditional capacity solutions,
each area would need to be hard-wired
into each separate venue. In reality
{    @  
solution which is ‘redundant’ a large
proportion of the time. This results in
    ?   $
underused.
The development of intelligent
solutions adds another layer to the
abilities of DAS. Using modern solutions,
      !+
managers are able to divert capacity to
other connected facilities in the area.
This can be either done on an ad-hoc
basis or by using pre-programmed
capacity switching based on perceived
requirements around known events
or seasonality.
With increased reliance on mobile
technology, provision of cellular
coverage is no longer an optional extra
in commercial and leisure premises.
< $   !$# !
marketing these abilities, those who
!" #        ? 
 { !      
to do business with those who can
completely meet their needs.
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Best Practice for Successful
FM Software Implementation

Addressing the latest technology trends, the white paper provides guidance on:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preparing a business case & securing budgetary approval
Ensuring the software meets operational requirements
Developing a cohesive implementation plan
Structuring the data set up
Using mobile & tablet devices to improve FM efficiency
Integrating with third party systems & BIM technology

To request your complimentary copy or a demonstration
of our FM software, QFM, email info@swg.com
www.swg.com

•

020 8877 4080

•

@Service_Works
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to help people manage their
company’s business. But has
the general working ‘mind-set’
actually changed? Not much I
would suggest.
Human nature takes a long
time to catch up with mechanical
and technological advances that
challenge the norm. But for all the
great advances through the ages it is
only when people embrace change that the
change truly happens.
People are the most important issue facing the FM

For years professionals
have been told that X
is the most important
issue facing the
industry. X might be
innovation, wellbeing or
something else entirely.
But in your opinion what is
the most important issue that
the FM industry will face over
the coming years?

In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your
questions about the world of facilities management
THE COACH'S VIEW
DAVID KENTISH,
DIRECTOR & CO FOUNDER
KENTISH AND CO
Is it the skills shortage that
everyone is talking about, Building
Information Modelling, concerns
over procurement processes,
regulatory changes, sustainability,
service providers needing to be
David Kentish
more proactive with their clients,
the amazing advance in digital
technology? I could go on as the list
seems endless. But what I want to focus on is the one element
that holds all of the above and endless lists together, and that
element is people.
There have been incredible changes in the
design of buildings over the years; a
relaxation in the way people dress
for work, major improvements in
nutrition, but fundamentally has
the way that we work as a society
changed that much for the past
80 years?
Monday morning. Start of the
)    
factory. Do a day’s work. Come
home. Some did overtime, some
    3& 
 3  '
travelled to work by bicycle, bus, train
and car or walked. What’s changed? You
only have to look at how crowded the roads,
trains and buses are with commuters to realise that
little has changed.
'  &       

to get people to work have improved, as has the technology

industry. If you want your organisation to be a world leader
in FM, you must encourage your people to embrace the
changes you need to make that will revolutionise the way that
buildings operate.
They will have to change the way they work, and adapt
to what is expected of them and they will only do that if
they really believe in those changes. The goal of the leaders
involved in the supply of FM services wanting to make such
changes is to reach the tipping point as quickly as possible, to
gain acceptance and so deliver a new ‘norm’ of FM delivery.
This will not happen overnight. Those forward-thinking
companies which are already looking at investing in new
technologies and working processes to keep them at the
forefront of FM delivery to their clients, will be engaging with
  &   &    /    
their existing and prospective clients with how this new era
of managing buildings will develop. You can see how this all
about people. If they are really clever they will be bringing
         &   
implemented.
This starts by getting everyone to understand
the behavioural changes they will need to make.
Showing them the technology, getting them to
play with it and be comfortable with it. It’s about
having training to explain the new working
processes that are necessary and how it will
         
early, so that when it arrives in the workplace for
     &    
   /    "    
 /     
Re-assess your recruitment policy. Look for people
         /    
new culture. The training can be done while they are on the
     ^ 1%(  
Do not take advantage of people. To make major change work
  &         
company and they in turn must feel genuinely valued and be

“It’s not just internally
that we debate these questions.
Our customers are constantly
evolving their demands and
requirements too.”

– Dave Wilson
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treated accordingly.
Continually work with them on communication, relationship,
teamwork, leadership, management and technical skills
because their welfare is paramount to getting their buy in, and
               3
In that way, this new way of working will become the norm.
The way we do things around here.

THE CONSULTANT’S VIEW
DAVE WILSON CFM,
EFFECTIVE FACILITIES
It may be a sign of an
immature industry, or at least
 /  
its core proposition, that we
    3 
I don't, for example, hear the
Hospitality industry worrying
so much about what’s coming
next, and I suspect that’s
because it is a relatively stable,
well developed and structured industry. By contrast, FM as a
professional discipline is much younger, and all the time I’ve
been in it has been in constant churn. By that I don’t just mean
business start-ups, acquisitions, mergers and business failures,
but new concepts, methods, propositions, and arguments

about what FM is, what it covers, what it can do for customers,
what it should do for them, and how to do it all.
It’s not just internally that we debate these questions.
Our customers are constantly evolving their demands and
requirements too. New technology means that everyone is
constantly looking over their shoulder at the potential impact
of new systems: this week it’s CAFM, the next its BIM. There is
system integration in ways we never dreamed of, and constant
demands to re-invent our methods, capabilities, skills, and of
course costs. Furthermore, we have constant attempts by other
professions to muscle in on FM. Real Estate surveyors, architects,
engineers … everyone thinks they “do” FM, even though they
share no consensus about what it is, and almost seem to see
their involvement as a means of preventing the erosion of their
own interests by this disruptive and noisy newcomer in the built
environment scene.
So all that is both bothersome and exciting, as well of course
as being a great topic for gossip, conferences, and indeed press
articles. But I think it is a complete distraction from the real issue
facing our industry.
The underlying problem we face, is that FM as currently
practiced is too amorphous – it has too many guises and facets
    ^   /   
/ &
    /       
the key challenge is one that is fundamental to the survival of
the profession in my view. That is to gain consensus on exactly
what it is we do, and develop reliable and consistent systems for
DECEMBER/JANUARY 2016
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doing it well. Key to that is the development and application
of industry wide Standards. There isn’t time here to explain in
any depth what is happening, but there are new International
Standards currently being developed for FM, in particular a
management standard equivalent to ISO 9001. Fortunately
for us, the UK has a substantial role in these, applying our
knowledge and experience along with colleagues from around
the globe. The aim is to create a platform for the practice of FM
that has the potential, if the industry will take up and use the
standards as intended, to make clear what we do, to create a
common framework for FM (but not a common methodology),
             &
cultures, companies, and sectors.
The challenge is to create useful Standards and to persuade
both the industry supplying FM and the customers buying it to
employ those Standards. If we can do that it will be a gamechanging moment for our industry, to which nothing that has
gone before will compare.

THE END-USER’S VIEW
GUY STALLARD,
CHAIRMAN, FMA USER GROUP
AND THE UK HEAD OF FACILITIES
AT KPMG
One of the big issues facing FM is
around how to provide a highquality value for money service. Too
3 &  
to be judged on how much
Guy Stallard
something costs rather than the
value it provides to the business.
A stimulating workplace with high-quality service provision,
     &   
  &     
required to survive as a business in the 21st Century. How do
   '    /  &
understand what key stakeholders require for FM to be judged
&          
at KPMG we ensure that all areas have multifunctional use
and design/practical workplace implementation are balanced.
Architects need FM input to deliver excellence in terms of the
   
In terms of service delivery it is imperative to have a highly
            1%
and willing to deliver to the stakeholder requirements. Paying
the Living Wage has been a key part of delivering this at KPMG,
and also at an increasing number of other organisations. A
fairly rewarded workforce, has higher productivity, motivation
 1% )    
    
       & 
also increased productivity. This experience has resulted in
50, and expected to soon be 100, service providers becoming
Living Wage recognised. These service providers encourage
         /  
always the customer’s.
It is very pleasing that there are examples of individuals
who when paid the Living Wage and provided with training
support have been able to increase their skills and thereby
start to build a career in FM. FM was an industry where people
hoped to rise from the bottom to the top, the downward spiral
in wages has made this harder and the industry embracing
20
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the Living Wage has started to reverse this trend. This will
help the industry in the future by developing managers who
understand the practical challenges of service delivery. 

THE HR VIEW
C-J GREEN,
GROUP HR DIRECTOR,
SERVEST GROUP
This is a tricky question
because as with any industry
or area, we face a myriad
  & 
new issues are continually
appearing.
C-J Green
You would be hard pressed
to pinpoint the biggest
issue facing the government, for example; the biggest issue
depends on your perspective. If you’re in defence, the biggest
issue might be something around national security; if you’re
in healthcare, it might be the NHS and if you’re in property, it
would be something else again.
With my HR hat on, the biggest issue for me is anything
involving people. That might be making sure that we have a
talent pipeline or making sure that we have the right people
to keep up with the growth of the business.
If I have to choose one FM issue it has to be the debate
about what FM actually is. Or rather, what the parameters of
FM are and aren’t. In my conversations with FM people, this
issue in particular comes up again and again.
As an example, Servest might be delivering security and
pest control services to a client and the client may want to
call that an FM contract, or even a multi-service FM contract.
Another client might call it something else entirely.
Personally, I’m of the view that as long as you are delivering
what the customer wants then what you call it really doesn’t
    
        
   '       
across departments and teams, with the client, and even with
            
absolute focus of what we do.
Of course, this is easier said than done; it has to be
embedded in the culture of an organisation. It has to come
from the leaders of the business, and be in the bones of what
you do. If leaders use and support collaborative tools and
strategies then the entire business will follow suit: if they
don’t, it will all just be lip service. It is important that they do
because, ultimately, you want to do an excellent job so that
the client retains your services.
Others have suggested that the biggest issue of 2016 for FM
will be the introduction of the new National Living Wage. It’s
/          & ) $ 
see this as a massive issue for us. If anything it’s an
opportunity for us to be having conversations with our
customers about innovation and about paying people a more
appropriate wage.

Do you have a question that you’d like
answered by the FMJ Clinic?
Email: charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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CAREER PATH

THETALENTSIDE
Over the last couple of months FMJ has reported on the Young Managers Forum’s initiative to introduce the
leaders in the FM sector to up and coming talent across the industry. Of the 35 up and comings listed only seven
work on the client side. Every single one of the current leaders is a service provider. A similar story emerged at
 #$%'*   + ; +  ;  %'<;    
across the industry to ask if the young talent entering the industry is immediately snatched by service providers

I

t’s not just award shows and articles, think
of all the “big names” in FM. The usual faces
at networking events and the folk who give
speeches everywhere from Think FM to the
United Nations. Or those who are most vocal on
Twitter and contribute to industry magazines,
* % 8  1 
insight and are essential to listen to, but how
many of FM’s most recognised faces are
actually FMs?

FACILITIES MANAGERS
When you start to examine questions like these,
there are plenty of people whose views
you can get. But what do client
side people have to say?
Hallmark’s Sue Gott,
who also chairs
the
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BIFM North Region says: “There are lots more
employment opportunities within the service
provider industry than within the client side due
  /           
Being on the client side as a facilities manager is a
           
side so I am not entirely convinced all of the talent
will gravitate to them. This is more a case of the
industry, including recruitment agencies, working
with both client and service provider to promote
          
Ian Jones, director of workplace services and
estates at ITV argues that “there are two opposing
career paths to follow in FM and for anyone coming
     $     /    
path for you. A lot of service side people, young and
old, measure their careers by how much they have
managed to grow their accounts, the customer is
almost secondary - the polar opposite to client side
people who major on providing the best possible
service on the smallest possible budget - both
sides think about service but in completely
  
“There are likely to be more
opportunities to gain
experience for an
individual in a

service side career, particularly with the larger
operators, so I can see the appeal - whereas being
part of a client side organisation is equally if not
        ) $ 
think this is a problem as individuals will work out
what is important for them in their careers but
the best FMs have experience on both client side
and service side so it is important for FMs in their
          
Gott however thinks that there might be an issue
with the FM media promoting service providers,
and clients not showcasing themselves well
enough: “Looking through the recent publications
such as FMJ and FM World at times 100 per cent
of the features are based on service providers
and their projects. Service providers do need to
showcase their company, their products and their
people which will hopefully gain future contracts
for them to remain competitive. With client side
facilities managers we work with our internal
customers so as to provide both the hygiene and
motivational factors within the workplace which
suits their individual department cultures for them
to be more productive for their company.
Client side facilities managers do need to take a
leaf out of the service provider book and showcase
some of the internal projects we get involved in,
   /   *  
iconic buildings will tend to have a client FM
within so a joint publication could
be a possibility for the

FMJ.CO.UK

future. The overall cost value would not be the
size of some of the features but just as interesting.
The ThinkFM conference this year was a great
platform to highlight the needs of client side
Facilities Management to be at board level. The
only problem with this, the industry knows and
understands this and it needs to be reiterated at
similar HR conferences and Executive conferences.
Jones does stress however that there is an
advantage for the client side in terms of employee
  , 3   
FM not being ‘core’ business - it is the most short
sighted view of FM that there is. FM is about people
and can be one of the most valuable employee
engagement tools available to a company - quite
why a company would want to give this business
advantage away I haven’t worked out. But
engagement is always best served internally both
      /     
their ability to enhance the value of the services to
    

SERVICE PROVIDERS
Of course it’s all well and good asking
clients their views, but what do the service
providers think? Andrew Sugars is executive
director of corporate development at
Servest. He doesn’t think it’s the case that
the most talented people in FM gravitate
towards the service provider side. Instead he
  ) $        
    /     /   
as individuals. I believe that people simply migrate
towards the companies and roles that complement
their skill sets and interests. As a service provider,
the FMs we attract tend to be more focused on
the operational side of the business, where the
          
ensuring delivery and aligning their organisation’s
strategy and vision to that of the service provider.
Having met and worked with those on the client
&)       
between the two to deliver the same desired
     &   &
thought processes and ways of looking at the world
of FM. People choose companies and roles where
they can utilise their skills and add more
value; and individuals

CAREER PATH

          
       
Andrew Wilkinson, Sodexo’s corporate services
strategy and marketing director, echoes the view
that there are heavy hitters on both sides of the
divide: “In my time in FM I have seen great talent at
work on both sides of the industry. That being said,
perhaps some talent is moving out of the client
side. It could be that this change is aligned to the
trend for more outsourcing. Then you have to be
aware that service providers invest far more in the
best technology and clients haven’t been doing this
    
In terms of the recognisable faces in the industry
being service providers, Wilkinson thinks this
1         

The whole industry
knows that one of our key
challenges is representation at
the board level. Until this
happens maybe FMs aren’t as
keen to be visible?”

“Across the industry in general the familiar faces
tend to be service providers. At events and awards
    3     $ 
come out to play. It takes two to tango, we need
people on the client side to challenge
innovation and promote the industry.
“The whole industry
knows that one
of our

FOCUS

key challenges is representation at the board
level. Until this happens maybe FMs aren’t as
keen to be visible? In order to be recognised we
       /   
Commodity services isn’t enough.
“As for the talent entering the industry, both sides
need to do more to make people want to enter FM.
,  3       2  
the sector?’ RICS have the right idea, their agenda
and case studies are a great tool for promoting FM,
       
Okay, but what do our service providers think
about career progression? Is there more potential
and leeway in their companies than on the client
&)     
Sugars, “but I can imagine service providers
          
opportunities because of the very nature of the
business. We have to adapt to the market which,
 &    1 
working usually results in a wide range of career
  
      #  
client side, an FM may be slightly more limited
in the projects they can work on where their
skill sets are transferrable: they could be
working on the similar types of projects,
       &    
          1 
an individual’s decision to work for the
service provider?
“Finally, I think it’s important to address the
     / 2$ 
  /       
ourselves an FM company – we live and breathe
FM. Whereas others would disagree and
say; ‘no, you’re a service provider,
   $)  
we need to get under
the skin of the
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$ "%' $ =  
sector. I didn’t even know it existed, or that there
was a ‘service’ called facilities management.”
 /          
we can engage in future discussions and
        
Wilkinson thinks that “the FM career
path also lends itself more naturally to the
service provider side. The route can be
           
of experiences. Time and time again we see
    %  1  
“We also need to be aware of the change
in the nature of the client side role. Are
people on the client side managing
facilities, or are they now managing supply
chains?
“The client side still makes a great entry
port into the FM world, but natural career
progression tends to lead talent into service
  

TOMORROW’S LEADERS
So those are the views from clients and
service providers. Four of them anyway.
But how about those new to the industry,
where do they see their futures and what
do they think of the industry? Earlier in
the article we mentioned the 35 leaders of
tomorrow selected by the Young Managers
Forum. FMJ spoke to two or three of those
listed to get their thoughts.
Charlotte Miller is system development
coordinator at
 % *3 
/   
Psychology
degree in
2013 she went
back to her
home town
of Hereford.
Miller then
followed the
     3 /  
work as a helpdesk operator in a hospital.
Miller says she was happy to stay in the
industry because “I could see a clear career
progression and plenty of opportunities.
I was getting experience across a whole
3        
site processes. I’ve been in the role now for
seven months, and one of the big perks is
1% ,   $    
so to have an opportunity to be based here
but travel around the country was great,
not that I wouldn’t be willing to move if the
 
   
So it wasn’t a conscious decision to
24
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enter the industry as a service provider.
But now she has a feel for FM, what does
          
great opportunities to people entering the
industry. But on the client side I think you
  / ) 
more specialised in what is already quite a
niche industry.
“You never say never and I would never
       &3 &
six months ago I had no idea I’d be doing
this! But for the moment I want to develop
my skills
with Sodexo
and develop
into a more
managerial
role. With
service
providers
there is more
1% 
about where
you can work and what you can work on
and I think that is important. But if it was
        & ¡
Then there is Cheryl Ann Sanderson,
a regional manager with G4S. She tells
FMJ the practically obligatory “I knew
    )/     
sector. I didn’t even know it existed, or
that there was a ‘service’ called facilities
  
But Sanderson’s views changed when
/  
 ,
sold it (the industry) to me. I was intrigued
       
choice to work for a service provider? “I’d
already worked on the client side, for the
    [ |   
“I moved to the service provider side to
/      &) )
wouldn’t be able to do this at the MoJ, with
the organisation going through so many
 
But that is obviously only relevant to
Sanderson. How about for someone else
   /   )  
 $         
you’re client side or service side - they both
have their pros and cons. I truly believe FM
is all about collaborative working between
the two. If the FM industry promotes itself
&   $   
side you’re on. Right now it is in silos and
working relationships can be very black
and white.

“I’m not sure whether I am ‘better’ at
the client side or service provider. While I
provide total facilities management, I’m
also a client myself, in some respects, to our
 ^
 
Next FMJ spoke to Rebecca Houghton,
pert of Servest’s future leaders programme.
As part of this
Houghton
rotates around
Servest
departments
and learns
the ropes
for as many
aspects of the
industry as
possible. But
    /   
)  3     2) 
facilities management’. At a recent event,
this was corrected to ‘I discovered FM’, and
rightly so. I did happen to discover facilities
management and it was my choice to stay
and pursue a career in the industry.
“I had taken a gap year from my degree
and worked on reception at Servest during
this time. I quickly began to gain a greater
understanding of the FM industry, albeit
not knowing the full extent of what it all
entailed. When the time came to return to

FMJ.CO.UK

my degree, I decided to stay at Servest. The
FM industry had caught my interest and I
wanted to learn more.
“In December 2014, the opportunity to
join the Servest Future Leader programme
arose. I applied along with 160 applicants
and can now proudly say I am now one
of ten Future Leaders. The programme
involves spending time in each area of the
business; nine months in support roles, and
13 months in operations. I have learnt so
much in the last eight months and would
recommend this type of programme to
anyone entering the FM industry; gaining
an insight into how each and every
department pieces together to deliver a
    
But what about others entering the
  ) /    
in the industry and asked what facilities
management is, no two answers would
    & $ 
to say where people entering the industry
are gravitating towards. Due to the nature
of the Future Leaders programme, I think
I will be more inclined to continue with
service provision, as I enjoy working on
   
       
  ^ 

THE NEUTRALS
So those are the views from clients, service
providers as well as some of the freshest
young talent entering the sector. But the
article couldn’t be complete without some
neutral views. Liz Kentish is one of the
most renowned coaches working in FM
and recognised from her talks at a wide
variety of
events. Cathy
Hayward
edited FM
World for
many years
and now runs
a successful
!/  
a whole
catalogue of
FM clients,
/ (       
 ,_   &  
throughout the industry for their leading FM
/  
Kentish acknowledges that; “The people
who populate the BIFM, RICS, BFG and
other committees, who are not hands-on
  3   &  
tones, as ‘consultants who just want to
   /$(      
actually be more representative of FMs
       
         *
non-hands-on FM, but someone who mixes

CAREER PATH

every day with client service providers,
in-house FMs, end users, apprentices, and
academics, I would argue that I probably
have more insight about what’s going on in
the sector than a practising FM in one role.
“That being said, in the course of their
coaching work Kentish and Co come across
good, talented
people, both
in-house
and working
supply side.
Some of the
strongest
people we
meet have
worked
on both
sides of the fence and therefore have
the broadest range of experience which
helps them to understand things from
      '   
tends to dictate an individual’s preference.
If someone is considering moving roles,
they’ll go for what’s available at
the time, which meets their
expectations. That
position could
be in-house or
with a service
provider. Why
interfere
with how
this works?
It’s best
to leave
the choice
up to the
individual,
and to the
companies which
want to attract
talent. They will work it
  
Hayward argues that; “service
      / 
career path, better promotion and
development prospects, better pay
and performance-linked bonuses,
compared to client side organisations.
Facilities professionals working in service
providers are also considered to be
‘professionals’, their role is core to the
business and clearly understood. Whereas
in client organisations, FM may not be
recognised as anything more than an
administrative function, not respected
and not remunerated properly. Training
may be negligible and the FM may not feel
recognised or supported. For all of these
reasons, many talented and ambitious
FMs will choose to work supply side. But
that is something of a generalisation and
    ^    
recognition, respect, good remuneration

FOCUS

    #3 & ^  
in their organisations for long periods, kept
       
pension and less pressure than in a more
commercial role. That means that they
don’t have the opportunity to learn new
skills and stretch themselves in new roles.
“Yes, things do need to change slightly.
The concept of the intelligent client is
still rare in some areas, so client side
organisations do need to attract FM talent
to ensure they get the best out of their
service provider counterparts. Taking
time to understand FM and remunerate
and recognise the role accordingly is an

 /       
That just leaves Bull. As someone who
oversees the talent actually training to
enter FM what does she think? “I can only
comment from our position in relation
to education in FM. We are not noticing a
 /        
have a 70/30 client side/service provider
split of students on the Executive MBA in
FM. The students’ ages range from
mid 20s to mid 50s. Whilst
the BIFM awards may
have noted more
service providers
as winners;
these service
providers
will be more
proactive in
marketing
their
services as
opposed to
the in-house
FM service.
In my opinion
this is more about
the engagement in the
awards than the talent in the
industry. We have varying ages of students
on the client side, there is still young talent
coming through this route, and I don’t feel
there is a gravitation to service provider
from the students we have seen. We are
noticing a professionalisation from the
client side and particularly public sector
        
 /  '   
to be an increasing requirement to gain
    /   
progress into senior management within
FM. From my position, and of course some
may say I am slightly biased, I feel the
industry needs a balance of education
and experience and for FMs to engage in
varying roles to further those experiences
within the industry. Senior management
from client side or service providers need
to actively encourage both to continue the
        

The people who populate
the BIFM, RICS, BFG and
other committees, who are not
hands-on FMs are often criticised,
" >  Q
 =
   ;  X
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impression, entrances are the ideal
opportunity to promote a company and
its values. However, wet and dry soiling
can create slip hazards and when tracked
further into a building it can make
interiors look dirty and unattractive.
,   1  
fundamental to modern building design: An
        {z
per cent of dirt and moisture being brought
into a building on the soles of shoes and
 ^     
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  &
      1   
preventing slips.
It’s the one area that gets the highest
    &      
in dirt and moisture from outside. To avoid
foot borne soil and moisture spoiling the
       1 /  
causing unnecessary wear and tear, it’s
necessary to choose an entrance matting
system that will meet the needs of the
building. Therefore, facility managers
should make sensible decisions over
1        &

considering all elements and areas of the
building and how these will be used.
For instance, it’s not enough to throw
down a mat at the door - in fact, the Health
and Safety Executive advises against the
use of loose lay mats which they state “can
introduce a range of hazards and are not
  
Instead, entrance systems can stop 90 per
cent of what’s walked in from getting any
further into the building and the toughest
high performance products, such as
engineered entrance mats, will last up to 15

FMJ.CO.UK

FLOORING

years. Entrance systems certainly preserve
aesthetics, reduce repair and maintenance
costs, as well as the amount of cleaning
needed - saving on chemical usage. In fact,
research shows that cleaning bills alone can
be cut by up to 65 per cent.
+       1  
system involves thinking about footfall –
the number of people walking in and out
in a given period – and walking routes
(the directions they take once inside) and
applying that information in the design of
the entrance area.
From the moment an employee or
visitor walks up to the doors of a building,
      
installed and one of the best ways to plan an
  1         
applications:

 OUTSIDE USE
Any matting placed outside the building
entrance is the first line of defence
against foot-borne soil, scraping the
coarsest dirt from the soles of shoes
before they cross the threshold. As the
recognised market leader in engineered
entrance flooring systems, Forbo’s
Nuway offers a wide range of rigid
single and double sided made-to-order
mats which provide an outstanding
first line of defence against soil and
moisture entering a building on the
soles of shoes and the treads of
wheeled traffic.
INSIDE USE
Moving inside, the next line
of defence, is used to
remove foot-borne

FEATURE

moisture and finer dirt particles.
 OTHER CIRCULATION AREAS
Other areas in the building also suffer
from soil and moisture; reception
areas, corridors, walkways, elevators,
staircase exits, etc. All these areas
will be prone to residual soiling and
will benefit highly from a purposely
designed entrance mat to absorb this
soiling.
+      1  
system can help reduce costs even further,
 1%
    
        
      %   

      
"       / 
reduce installation time and wastage on
site, which in turn delivers exceptional cost
savings.
 $    1  
system is accidently damaged at any time,
   3    
substitute it with a new one - without having
to replace the entire system.
 1    
critical safety role to play. Slips, trips and
falls made up more than half of all reported
    z¢z   
 /     &   
and society at large.
 
       1 
paramount, an entrance system also plays a
critical role in the protection of people. The
Management of Health and Safety at Work
!  {{&   1  
to be suitable by not being ‘slippery so as to
expose any person to a risk to their safety’.
      

      / 
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foot borne moisture, therefore helping to
reduce the risk of injuries caused by slips.
Indeed, The Disability and Equality
Act also states that: ‘The ingress of soil
and surface moisture to buildings, or
their transfer between adjacent internal
areas, should be reduced to the lowest
practicable level, e.g. through the use of

   1   &
conforming to BS 7953:1999 Entrance
Flooring Systems.’
This is where designing with
applications, or zoning in mind should be
considered and a few manufacturers do
 (! 
     
systems to satisfy environmental
requirements too.
*     
matting system, it is critical that facility
     1    
installed are cleaned on a regular
basis in order to not only provide a
pleasing aesthetic for end users, but
to ensure they continue to perform as
28
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intended - contributing to a healthy
and safe environment. However, it
is important that guidance is sought
from the manufacturer’s cleaning and
maintenance guidelines; this includes
the use of recommended cleaning
methods and products and ensuring an
appropriate cleaning regime is in place.
A typical cleaning and maintenance
   1    
to be cleaned on a daily or regular basis,
with an additional planned periodical
maintenance clean. Indeed, the frequency
     1 
        
1        
& 1       
aesthetics and the performance will be
optimised for a longer period of time –
extending the longevity of the product.
Nevertheless, it is critical that the
correct cleaning methods and, more
importantly, products are used for
   1      

manufacturers can provide guidance
on suitable types of cleaning chemicals
which should be used with their products,
as selecting the wrong cleaning product
      
1     % &  
a high pH based cleaning chemical can
          
      1  & 
resilient and textile.
It is therefore recommended that neutral
pH cleaning chemicals are used to clean
  1    &  
       
and periodic cleaning operations. What’s
more, for wool-based products cleaning
chemicals that have the WoolSafe approval
should only be used.
In order to save time and money, there
are now single pH neutral cleaning products
available on the market that are suitable
for use on all types of resilient and textile
[   |1    ^   
any potential mistakes when cleaning a
   1        
chemicals.
Ultimately, liaising with a reputable
1        
knowledge and advice for facility managers
to make informed decisions on product and
cleaning choices right for the application
in hand.

Clean to the smallest detail
Data centres are fragile environments where the tiniest
particle can cause untold damage, and threaten the
integrity of your data. At 8 Solutions we have the expertise
not only to technically clean your facility, but also deliver a
range of services to identify, test and manage contaminants
to keep your data centre on the top line, all of the time.
www.8solutions.com
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TIME TO CHANGE

THE GAME
Whenever a group of FM professionals come together (there are packs of dogs, herds of
cattle, maybe we should call them conferences of FMs?) you know it won’t be long before
talk turns to getting more talent into the industry. About making it a career of choice.
About innovation. These are roadblocks that Nathan Ott can help the industry navigate.
He has a new way of looking at progress that might just see FM leap into a whole new era

O

tt is CEO at eg.1, director at The GC
Index Ltd and he has devoted his life to
changing the way corporations look at their
1#8     
 1    
   ~ * 
describe as Game Changers.
For too long, Ott claims, the business
world has relied on personality indicators
like Myers-Briggs, trying to bring
together the perfect mix of ENFJs,
INTJs and OMFGs. But Ott, who’s
conversation is littered with everyday
metaphors, insists this is the wrong
approach.
“Imagine you are a football
manager,” he advises. “You don’t
go into the transfer market
looking for Myers-Briggs
personalities. You say I need
a striker, a winger and a
goalkeeper. We need to adopt
the same approach in the
business world.”
Traditionally personality
analysis seemed most

concerned with whether you were an introvert
or extrovert, but this fails to address what Ott
calls the So What Test. “If we know that you’re an
introvert or an extrovert… so what? How does that
information really help either the individual or the
company?”
Instead, using an instrument developed by his
team, Ott splits the workforce into groups that
more accurately describes the natural inclinations
for individuals to contribute and make an impact to
an organisation.
“We need to create areas where it is safe to fail.
Not all the time of course, but when it is not safe to
fail, no-one will take any risks.” This is particularly
important for the group that Ott says might be
the most undervalued and unappreciated in the
workspace: the Game Changer.

GAME CHANGERS
Which brings us back to innovation. Anyone who
attended the Workplace Futures Conference in
z       
conference of FMs to agree on what innovation
even is.
But it isn’t something that seems to worry Ott.

For him gradual improvements take second place
    3      
provided by true game changers.
For example there might have been slow and
steady innovation in the layout and details of
shops, but it was Harry Selfridge who came along
and revolutionised the way we looked at the
industry.
The modern idea of elves, dwarves and men from
modern fantasy literature, along with pretty much
all the other staples of the genre, sprang from JRR
Tolkein’s imagination. He was the Game Changer,
everyone who has followed has merely built upon
what he created.
In 1965 American high jumper Dick Fosbury
realised that he could jump far higher backward
(in the style we all recognise from the Olympics)
leaving all his competitors to keep jumping straight
over the bar as you would in a primary school
sports day. That is changing the game.
But Ott insists that this someone hasn’t
come along for FM yet. Despite the undoubted
improvements the industry has seen over the past
few years and decades. Nobody has come along
and completely revolutionised the industry and
taken it to a whole new level.
DECEMBER/JANUARY 2016
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The point is that you can never tell quite
when or where a game changer will strike.
'      3    
they are overlooked in corporate settings,
Ott’s research reveals that most people
 /            
and leave their jobs or simply stagnate
because they are being overlooked.

RESULTS
This can have disastrous results for
companies. Anyone with young children
will likely recognise the Ella’s Kitchen
brand of food. Paul Lindley, founder of
Ella’s Kitchen came up with a new way to
deliver baby food whilst working for an
established children’s television network.
In the end though he had to set
up his own company to see
  1 
Now it has changed
the landscape of
the children’s
food industry,
taking 20
per cent
of the UK
baby food
market alone
and all other
competitor
brands trying to
copy to keep up.
Even massive
/   
complacent. The big three
UK supermarkets squabbled
amongst themselves for years without any
real game changers, until Aldi and Lidl blew
the entrenched mindset apart.
Ott is adamant that the game changers
for the FM industry are out there, it is just a
question of the sector learning to identify
them and giving them an environment that
allows them to do what they do best. An
environment where they are not forced to
think in straight lines is how Ott describes
it. “These people think round corners.”
With the entire FM industry insisting
that they want to be seen as more by their
colleagues and their boards there must be
room for Game Changers. People who can
envision entirely new ways of providing the
best possible working environments.

Changers or game changing potential.”
This is in part what The GC Index looks to
provide.
Ott points out that companies and
businesses have traditionally followed a
military mentality. The people at the top
are in complete control, the hierarchy is
          
word is law. There are obvious and easy
comparison to be drawn with MDs and
CEOs. Ott advocates following the example
of sports clubs.
At any sports club, be it Manchester
United, London Irish or Yorkshire CCC the
executives on the board are important, the
     &   &  
man and physios have roles to play, but it
is the players that everything truly revolves
  '&3 &  
ones who can change the
game.
Not that this
means the other
roles don’t have
an essential
contribution
to give.
Lionel Messi
might be
the best in
the world,
but he can’t
win a match
without dedicated
defenders or a top
goalkeeper. You can’t
      
nothing but Game Changers and
hope for the best. Your team will need
strategists, implementers, polishers and
playmakers just as much.
There is no perfect mix, Ott insists.
But you need to think about the future,
what it is you plan to do, or need to do.
Implementers naturally get things done,
strategists are constantly asking “Why?”
     /  
Polishers and playmakers proliferate as
well. Where the sector is perhaps lacking
is in game changing teams. Not that the
industry is alone in this, Ott points out that
most industries within the UK are failing to
get the best out of their Game Changers.
A Game Changer can be a leader, but
not all leaders are Game Changers, Game
Changers are not afraid to challenge the
status quo and are much less averse to
      #3    
doesn’t even register with them.
But how do you identify these human
needles in a sea of haystacks? Clearly
you can’t just place an advert or send out
a tweet with the words “GameChanger
wanted.” Ott has suggestions here as well:
“Recruiting managers need to be able to

Game Changers are not
afraid to challenge the
status quo and are much
less averse to risk than
other people”

IDENTIFYING
So how do we go about identifying these
people? Ott likens it to a reality show.
“CEOs will say they want that special
  (   /  
exactly they mean they invariably respond
that they will ‘know it when they see it,’
they need a way of quantifying Game
32
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looking to recruit a Game Changer. The
   2%   &/   
skills’ recruitment model won’t allow
them to identify these characteristics
within individuals which means Game
Changers could slip through the net.
“The right recruitment framework
needs to be implemented. Recruiting
managers need the freedom to take a
risk and for this to happen we need to
move away from the ‘fail-safe’ and adopt
a more ‘safe to fail’ culture.”

MANAGEMENT
It doesn’t just stop with recruitment, Ott
says a new approach to management
style also needs to be adopted to allow
game changing individuals to achieve
their potential.
“Managers need to become more
open minded, be willing to listen to
potential ideas and support them
moving forward, all of this while
creating a safe environment for risks to
be taken. This is where the safe to fail
   
  / *
+     1%  
challenge the status quo, explore new
opportunities and be able to present
them to the open ears of management.
“By their very nature Game Changers
aren’t always easy to manage by
conventional methods. Their obsessive
approach, high energy and drive to push
     3  
as disruptive. However, with the right
approach this passion and drive can be
harnessed for the greater good of the
organisation.”
Indeed it can be surprisingly easy
to beat the best characteristics out of
a Game Changer. Ott points out how
quickly and clearly Jeremy Corbyn
has started to conform to the more
traditional image of a politician. He
suggests providing time and space for
Game Changers to thrive.
One of his favourites is to send
   ) % /
Changer to watch another department
and think up ways to improve
performance there. Of course to make
it more fun, if anyone guesses the
reason they are there then they have
already lost.
He also likes to pitch problems to
them and then have a Dragon’s Den
style showdown to see who has come
up with the best solution. Of course if
all else fails he says that it is always fun
to simply throw a few game changers
together and see what happens.
   /  ¡

Strategic facilities
management
masterclass
Leadership skills.
Strategic knowledge.
Your future.
A unique course for ambitious facilities management professionals
who are looking to progress up the management ladder.
Across two days you will analyse various management approaches
and styles while applying strategic thinking to a variety of commercial
skills including budget management, new business generation and
risk management in the context of facilities management.
Next available date: 10-11 February 2016 in London

Other facilities management courses available:
• Workplace management strategy
• Workplace capacity management
• Workplace performance management
• Facilities management – managing a compliance issue

To find out more: t 024 7686 8584
w rics.org/fmtraining e training@rics.org
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We often hear about the future of CAFM systems,
how in the next few years CAFM systems will discover
the meaning of life and solve global warming whilst
cooking you breakfast. But we hear less about how to
;        
them. In this feature industry experts give their advice
SERVICE WORKS GROUP
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MCCLAREN

When implementing a CAFM system serious
thought should be given to what data is included
and the structure of that data.”
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The all-in-one facilities management solution.
Reduce costs. Save time. Increase efficiency.
CAFM Explorer is one of the UK’s most widely used facilities management software solutions. Designed to deliver the
functionality you need today and to grow with you as your requirements increase without additional module charges.
A full suite of powerful facilities management applications are all available within the core software::
•
•
•
•
•

Asset Tracking
Cost Control
Help Desk
Planned Maintenance
Reporting Dashboard

•
•
•
•
•

Room Booking
Space Management
Stock Control
Work Orders
Work Planning

Additional web, mobile and engineer functionality is available to complete your solution.

Trusted Worldwide
From sporting venues in the USA to universities in Saudi Arabia, and with over 200 clients in the UK across the
education, healthcare, retail and sporting venues, banking, insurance and service provider sectors, CAFM Explorer
can help you achieve your facilities management objectives, quickly and efficiently.

For more information or a demonstration please call 0870 333 7101,
email cafm@idoxgroup.com or visit www.cafmexplorer.com.
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SOLVING YOUR
DATA ISSUES
A large swath of the public sector has embarked on a major investment programme to make the
UK digital by default from 2020. The aim of the plan is to allow greater public access, cut the cost
+  Q; + ;"           ;;   Q
transportation and security. PHS’ Ruth Williams explains what you need to know

T

he current scale of public sector paper
management is massive and continues
to expand. Documents held by the state need
storage, quick retrieval when required, and
subsequent transportation. The scale of the
public sector digitisation programme should not
be underestimated. In 2014 the Criminal Justice
System alone produced around 160 million
sheets of paper, which if stacked together would
be roughly higher than Mount Everest and that is
just for a single year.
The digitisation of the NHS is equally challenging
due to the complex nature and multitude of
organisations making up the service. Despite
technological advances such as MRI scans and
stem-cell research, patient paper records in many
hospitals still remain pinned to a clipboard at the
foot of their bed.

BACKGROUND
Following the April 2012 Budget Statement, the
     ]   
Report which was subsequently published on
the 6 November 2012. The aim of this report was
to examine ways of cutting the overall cost of
government whilst providing more responsive
frontline services. The report, which was
subsequently updated in 2013, concluded that it
was possible to save up to £1.8 billion per year by
going digital by default.
The report further suggests that government
transactions online can be 20 times cheaper than
by phone, 30 times cheaper than by post and as
much as 50 times cheaper than face-to-face. Not
surprisingly this report has had a major impact on
all 24 UK ministerial government departments who
are all now at varying stages of digitisation, which
should be concluded by no later than 2020.

DRIVING FORCES
'+  #    
and has been the biggest driving force to reduce the
overall cost of government and improving services.
*      +  #     
Maude it wasn’t just about saving money it was
also about allowing the public to access services
quickly and conveniently, at times and in ways that
suit them.
To address this issue the Government is building
its own common set of platforms, core digital
plumbing which can be used by services across
government. As an example, Hancock quotes the
fact that almost every part of government maintains
a separate system for making and taking payments,
3     (
 
common payments platform it will integrate
services and save money.
Digital by default is now the Government’s mantra
and the use of new technology is also allowing,
slightly more controversially, businesses to access
and exploit public data in a way that increases
accountability, drives choice and spurs innovation.
Changes within Government are being followed
by the NHS whose plans to digitise the 470
organisations that make up the body have slipped
behind schedule and has been extended until 2020
for completion. Contrary to the Government’s more
rigid programme, the rollout programme varies from
department to department. Some organisations
such as the Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs)
still have until April 2016 to submit their ‘eradication
of paper’ plans. The scale of the mountain facing the
NHS was made clear by Tim Kelsey, NHS England’s
national director for Patients and Information, who
claims each NHS trust spends between £500,000
and £1 million per year on paper, including the cost
of storing it and moving it around the NHS network.
There are also a number of other driving forces

including the impact of growing data volumes
and ever-increasing security risks, greater public
scrutiny such as increased Freedom of Information
requests, increased compliance and the reduction
in the time limit for the release of public records
from 30 to 20 years.
In addition and not to be under estimated there
is also an increasingly digital UK population who
would like to access services 24/7.

MANAGEMENT OF THE DIGITAL PROGRAMMES
The Government has established a department
   +  #   ] 
Services. The aim of Government Digital Services is
to make digital services and information simpler,
clearer and faster. Government Digital Services
is advising all government departments and is
    +  #       
is a common digital platform.
Its priorities include the full digitisation of
government services during the course of the
current Parliament and then a move towards
          
together. This includes transforming 25 of the main
government services by 2015, publishing clear data
on how many people are using digital services and
how they are performing including dashboards
for all major government departments. This also
includes development of a new, simple, secure way
to allow people to sign in to digital services. Other
responsibilities include helping departments leave
unsuitable IT contracts, spend less and get better
value for money.
Government Digital Services has not been
without controversy and in August 2015 four
  / &     &  ) 
mitigation, the department has been spectacularly
successful in moving the Government onto a digital
DECEMBER/JANUARY 2016
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agenda that is now delivering, which was
no easy feat.

THE CHALLENGES
Just seven Government departments
handle the majority of central government
transactions. Some of these departments
have been made a digitisation priority and
have already become early digital by default
adopters.
A small number of departments like the
HMRC already had digital transactions such
   %   /    zzz
Historically, however, there has been limited
computer communality within Ministries,
       3  
        
In addition these older computer systems
were not designed with a consumer driven
digital service in mind, being built to replicate
paper forms and processes rather than taking
advantage of opportunities to pre-populate or
respond to users’ selections.
This has been compounded by the fact that
       3  
for managing the mainframe processing
dated back substantially pre-millennium,
        3 
changes expensive.
To understand the scale of the problem
between 2011 and 2012, the Government
procured over £6 billion of IT systems which
includes a huge range of equipment, from
IT hardware used by public servants to
large-scale data storage facilities. On the
Government’s own admission, at the time,
rationalising the equipment could (and has
now) yielded substantial savings.
Much of the earlier IT equipment was
         3 
support contracts and the Government Digital
Services has played a pivotal role in helping
departments address these issues. This has
been achieved by moving departments out
of obsolete contracts and onto a common
Government G-Cloud IT tender platform.
Unlike the Government, the NHS therefore
faces an IT credibility test because it needs
to demonstrate that the solutions adopted
 2   $    1% 
/        
patient expectations and budget constraints.

PROGRESS
An early part of the Government Digital
Services programme was to reduce IT costs
by developing a G-Cloud tender platform
and approving framework agreements that
provide IT consistency and delivery.
At the onset of the digitisation programme
the Government introduced a single
domain name Gov.uk for accessing and
publishing online.
This is now used by the majority of
40
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government departments and agencies
which, according to former Government
Digital Services director Mike Bracken, has
saved more than £60 million a year.
Typical of the seven earlier departmental
adopters is the Ministry of Justice (MoJ),
who since June 2013 has been engaged in a
courtroom digitisation programme. The work
is scheduled for completion by 2016, leading
to the end of the court services’ reliance on
outdated paper.
This ambitious plan involves bringing
together the key sectors of the criminal
justice system including the police, Crown
Prosecution Service and court service to allow
the safe sharing of sensitive information.
The initial investment was a relatively
modest £160 million which has improved the
)'     &     
all documents at the touch of a button, play
CCTV footage and give court presentations.
This has been allied with additional IT funding
to increase scanning and reduce the use of
paper by the police and the court system.
Although not complete, early indications are
that 4.5 million police hours have been saved
  /     
  
of digitisation.

BENEFITS
The cost of government should continue
to decline. In August 2015 the Government
announced that it had saved £1.7 billion on
the running of departments, due to citizens
accessing data, booking services and raising
questions online.
  ^  /    
recruitment savings thanks to online job
advertising and, more controversially,
  
One of the biggest savings which is
starting to impact is the cost of storage and
handling. Many government departments
and agencies are based around Westminster,
    %       
Europe. Departments regularly need access
to documents and prior to the start of the
digitisation programme the Government
was continually commissioning new storage
facilities. Whilst not all of these buildings were
in London, paper documents still needed to
be transported to the relevant government
department or agency which could be based
almost anywhere in the UK.
Within the NHS there are some big costs
savings to be made on current duplication
and triplication of services and the speeding
up in accessing patient records, both of
which are very much driving the health
budget agenda.
Work has also just been completed testing a
government platform for identity protection
called Gov.uk verify. The aim is to create a
platform to enable citizens to prove who they
are in order to access government services.

This will also be incorporated into HMRC,
DEFRA and BIS. Gov.uk verify is scheduled to
be rolled out in April 2016.
The next stage for Government Digital
Services is to start bringing together
common department requirements such
as standardised payment processing, case
management and appointment bookings.
Work is also underway on prototype sites
to provide a standard common service
platform for most parts of government.
Lastly, the Corporate Management Board
of the Civil Service and HM Treasury have
also asked Government Digital Services
to identify what platforms will have the
most impact, both for users and in terms
of the cost to government. In particular it
is currently looking at how it would start
building high-priority platforms, how to
speed up the roll-out of better technology
for civil servants and what platform services
could do to improve the way departments
and agencies work.

THE FUTURE
According to an announcement by
Government Digital Services it has
discovered that there are probably 30
more platforms that would radically
change the speed and cost of building new
departmental services. This is likely to
lead to greater functionality and an even
more consistent approach to the design of
website embedded digital services.
Changes by the Government and NHS will
also create new opportunities to integrate
services with a wider audience of providers
and goods suppliers. The DVLA already
shares car data with insurance companies
and garages and the Department for Work
and Pensions shares certain data with
        /  
This is likely to increase on a much bigger
scale providing safeguards can be found to
protect individual data.
Governments should also be better
informed on what residents want and there
may be an interactive option allowing
     / ,  &
whether the Government has the funding
to implement a more expectant and citizen
driven market is less predictable.
For Civil Servants there should be more
opportunities to work from home, resulting
in less commuting, although not necessarily
less stress for Whitehall employees.
   ",   / 
should be a healthier nation. This is because
government proposes to use NHS patient
data for analytics which could help with
predictive and preventive medicine. This is
controversial and safeguards will be needed
           / 
to society if an acceptable framework can be
agreed would be huge.

The world of data management
is changing...

PHS Data Solutions operates from 30 strategic
locations, providing a full range of information
management services across the document life cycle,
covering UK and ROI.
We work with clients helping them manage their
information, ensuring full compliance with the ever
changing regulatory guidelines in the markets by which
they are governed.
We deliver a single chain of custody solution, which
covers: records management hardcopy and digital

If you’re interested in learning
more about our services, or
looking for a quote, contact a
specialist free on:

0800 376 4422
or visit www.phsdatasolutions.co.uk

Complete range of data
management solutions enabling
us to provide a bespoke service to
clients depending on their needs

Over one third of FTSE 100
companies rely on PHS Data Solutions

Proven credibility in the complex
world of data management
with leading banking legal and
government institutions

Only UK shredding company holding
Institute of Customer Service Service
Mark for consistently high levels
of customer service and customer
satisfaction
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BE THE BEST BENCHMARKERS
Best practice benchmarking is used by many organisations to reduce cleaning costs, improve
service delivery standards and ultimately, demonstrate value for money. Many clients also use
it strategically to determine whether to repatriate or outsource cleaning services. To better
understand and quantify areas such as, the improvement in productivity achieved from training,
    +  ; `+     +  $!
systems. For contractors, the focus is almost always on retaining and winning new business.
i-clean explains

W

ith continued austerity, planned
increases for the national
minimum wage and a general demand
to deliver more with less, best practice
benchmarking is a powerful tool. It can
     
cost and drive continuous improvements.
Whatever the reason you have for using
it, it’s important to get the basics right.

SELECT THE KEY ELEMENTS
'          
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compare costs and productivity rates
internally and may use sector knowledge as
a guide to whether they appear competitive
 ,  &  3   
on inputs due to the lack of standardised
and recognised ways to measure outputs.
As a consequence, this tends to lead to
questionable results.
     &   
that many sites may be failing because of a
lack of hours or costs. If costs are low and
productivity is high, you can only determine
if the overall service represents good value
by knowing what standards are consistently
delivered.

Best practice benchmarking considers
        /  
elements. Some are easy to quantify and
   [  &   &3&
         |&  
are more subjective observable elements
which are not (e.g. building fabric, the
      /|
When benchmarking costs, there are
a number of factors to consider. The key
elements to look at when considering
cleaning services include: overall cost,
direct labour costs, materials, equipment,
consumables and training. Though, there
  3        
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present including, communications, time
and attendance, uniforms and transport
costs.
You’ll also need to know whether the
costs include periodics such as carpet
cleaning, window cleaning, IT cleaning
as well as other washroom services such
as, feminine hygiene services. And it is
     /  / 
relate to the previous year’s budget,
current year budget or current year actual.
Benchmark comparisons also need to be
adjusted in line with statutory rises in the
minimum wage and VAT, where applicable.
Whilst virtually all commercial
     /   
exclude VAT, there are many organisations
with charitable status, such as most
independent schools, that budget
everything including VAT. Others, such as
Universities, can be found to work with
both and it is essential to understand if you
are comparing costs on a like-for-like basis.

START WITH THE RIGHT
SPECIFICATION BAND
Regardless of input or output basis,
 /       
three categories and it is important that
benchmarking is completed against sites
   /   
( * /       
where the highest standards of cleanliness
and hygiene are expected in more than
50 per cent of all areas at all times. This
 /        
healthcare, food manufacturing, prestige
  /  & 
is generally determined by the level of
daytime cleaning cover across a site.
( ( /     
sites where high standards of cleanliness
are expected in more than 50 per cent of
all areas once per day. This is typically
      &  &
manufacturing and retail sites, and is
generally determined by a single early
      3&  
daytime cover.
Band C is suited to sites where daily
cleaning is required in less than 50 per cent
 ' /    
found in non-public sites that are low risk
and are driven by cost rather than quality.

#{_|'*}~$_Z FEATURE

of what sector it is in. For instance, colour
marking electrical sockets so cleaners
     
in many educational environments, yet
this is transferable best practice for retail
or commercial environments. Equally,
      1
  
the edges of corridors to keep
    
  
practice seen in one
sector that can be
easily applied to
another.

HOW TO
BENCHMARK
TRAINING
One of the
key activities
to benchmark
is training.
   
an organisations most
valuable asset, and in
order for them to carry
     &
cleaning operatives and
supervisors need to know exactly what is
required of them and how to achieve their
         
#3      
produce the required results it is because
they have not been told what to do or
shown how to do it properly. Therefore, the
minimal cost of training them to do their
       

and is soon recovered through increased
productivity.
A formal training policy should include
      & /
and ongoing refresher training. This can
range from more informal ‘toolbox talks’
through to longer term arrangements
that result in framework
/    
recognised awarding
body.
As the quality
of training can
vary considerably
from one provider
to another,
benchmarking is
best done by
categorising
each cleaning
operatives
highest
2/  $ 
one of the following
three bands:
( [+|/  
are generally awarded by
the employer directly e.g.
   /  
achievement etc.
( [(|/   
awarded by independent organisations, for
example, Asset Skills, BICSc, Green Clean
Institute etc.
( [*|/    
a third party and are recognised OFQUAL
  /  &"¤$
 +  *)'*( 

MAKE APPROPRIATE COMPARISONS
 /       
need to be made sector by sector with
sites that have similar footfall and usage,
operational comparisons can be made
across industries, since this is the key
advantage of best practice benchmarking.
Added value is added value, regardless
DECEMBER/JANUARY 2016
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*   "   ; +` 
managers have the most immediate impact on the
\;   ;   X
The higher the level of full time cleaning
  &    [(| 
[*|/    %  '
best providers set their own targets based
   &3   
length of employment. One hundred per
  [(| [*|      
result as daytime cleaning and full time
positions become more widely adopted, and
the return on training investment is more
easily measured. It is also interesting to note
       [(| [*|
/          
To take this a level further to benchmark
    &     
          
from less than 1 year; < 2 years; < 3 years; <
5 years; < 10 years and < 20+ years, based
on the continuous employment date as
opposed to contract start date.

HOW TO BENCHMARK SUPERVISION
Another key area to benchmark is
44
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supervision. Line managers have
the most immediate impact on the
%          '
       
      
be measured. Towers Perrin, a global
,!   / &  
relationship as ‘pivotal’ and estimate
   z       
performance can be explained by the role
of the line manager.
Team leaders and working supervisors
  /        
     3    
services as well, more generally covering
sickness and absences moving from
area to area. Whereas, non-working
supervisors monitor and support cleaners
and team leaders on a day to day basis.
)       
levels of supervision by comparative
     &    
 /  &   
   

HOW TO BENCHMARK PAY
In terms of benchmarking pay rates,
these should be with comparative
organisations within a comparable
geographic sector to take into account
regional variations. Pay rates should
be adjusted to a percentage above the
national minimum wage, rather than
net hourly rate to allow for accurate
comparison as rates rise over time.
Understanding how current pay rates
compare with the current Living Wage
and ‘London Living Wage’ as published
by the Living Wage Foundation is
important to know. Timing is also key
because the minimum wage will not
necessarily increase at the same time
as the living wage.

WHEN IS THE BEST TIME TO START
BENCHMARKING?
Best practice benchmarking can
be introduced at any point within
a contract regardless of how long it
has been in place. Whilst there are
3    ^ 
exercise, using it on a scheduled basis
to drive continuous improvement
is the best way to deliver long term
sustainable improvements.

The electrical inspection
and testing specialists
•
•
•
•
•

Electrical Installation Condition Reports
Portable Appliance Testing
Load Monitoring Recording
Thermographic Surveys
Electrical Rectication Works

As a leading key service provider we operate throughout the UK and
Channel Islands providing a very competitive “best value” service
which has become very well recognised throughout the Facilities
Management market
Please contact us for immediate attention
Email: qcltd@quantectest.co.uk
Phone: (01634) 865750
Fax:

(01634) 861195

www.quantectest.co.uk
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RELOCATION RELOCATION

RELOCATION
They say that moving house is the second most stressful thing that will happen in your life. As ever
who exactly they are, no-one seems to know, but clearly they haven’t thought things through. If
moving house is stressful, how much worse must it be to move an entire building full of people
and equipment? FMJ spoke to Sarah Cole, managing director of Universal Commercial Relocation
to get their top tips on how to make your move go as seamlessly as possible

A

nyone who has been involved in the process
knows exactly how hard it is to organise an
 1   #7 *  
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TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811

MONTH IN FM

STRUCTURAL CONCRETE ALLIANCE
ANNOUNCES 2015 AWARD WINNERS
The Structural Concrete Alliance announced the winner of the 2015 Award for
Repair and Refurbishment as Concrete Repair Association member BerscheRolt for its concrete repair and
coating works to the Grade II
listed Barry Island Eastern Shelter
in September 2014, as part of a
      
Eastern promenade for Vale of
Glamorgan Council.
All structural elements showed
signs of concrete defects, with
cracking and delamination
within the beams and columns,
reinforcement corrosion and peeling and discoloured paintwork. Working
 $?      %} ~   %}  >  
 !  @ $           
repairs, using products from Sika. Works included cleaning and priming the
reinforcement, the application of a bonding bridge, erecting shuttering and
repairing the concrete. The complete structure was then coated with a three   @  > $ !  @   ! 
The judges stated: “The committee agreed this was the winning project
given the professional and sympathetic approach to restore and enhance the
structure to extend its service life within the landscape on Barry Island.”
Second place was awarded to Sika Ltd for its solution for Britannia House,
a 1930s building with a concrete-encased steel frame in the heart of Bradford
city centre.
 www.structuralconcretealliance.org.uk

PROJECT:FF&E APPOINTED TO NATIONAL
FRAMEWORK AS IT ANNOUNCES MAJOR
EXPANSION
   @!    % !     $ 
organisations to be chosen for Lot 3 of the three-year framework agreement
for accommodation furniture where it will provide a range of products for
local authorities, healthcare establishments and higher and further education
organisations across Wales.
C  #    !C _? @      
  !@%       ? #!@     
within its current base at Dean Clough, Halifax.
The company has
strengthened its catalogue
!@? @  $
appointments including
EU and rest of the world
procurement managers. Nigel
Tipper is the new business
development manager for
catalogue sales, Alex Hall has
joined as website developer
responsible for designing
bespoke customer webstores as well as developing the company’s online store; and Janeann Sharp has
been appointed as internal sales development manager.
C  # @!    % !      !  
! % # %  %   ! !    
 www.projectffe.com

 01420 471614

99% AGREE THAT LANGSTONE TECHNOLOGY PARK
IS A GOOD PLACE TO LOCATE YOUR BUSINESS

GRADUS LIGHTS UP ABU DHABI CINEMA
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Contract interiors
specialist Gradus has
supplied a series of
lighting solutions
to the state-of-theart 20 screen VOX
Cinema based in an
Abu Dhabi shopping
mall. Yas Mall is home
&  
feet of retail and
entertainment at the
heart of Yas Island.
Working with
manufacturers such as Camatic Pty Ltd who have over 50 years’ experience
       $  !  ! !  %Z
Cinemas Yas Mall were able to provide the ultimate movie viewing experience
within a comfortable, relaxing and luxurious environment.
Gradus’ RNT1218L clear PVC-u stair edgings, with Continuity LED
lighting systems in blue, red and amber were installed in order to create a
 $   #   ?    ?   %
ensuring that each step edge is clearly visible to visitors.
+!! % !    !?  % !% !  ] _%
    !] _    $>  !
installation, providing a low lighting solution for the cinema’s walls.
Gradus is the leading UK manufacturer of specialist LED lighting products for
steps, aisles and walls, for use in lecture theatres, cinemas, casinos, nightclubs
and cruise liners.

 www.langtp.com

 www.gradusworld.com
 01625 428922
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DIGITAL OFFICE SUPPLIES JOINS FORCES
WITH AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS GROUP
 Z# :  Z:%
based in Essex, has now become
part of the Automated Systems
Ltd (ASL) Group of companies.
Established 21 years ago, DOS
is a successful MPS dealership,
based in Thurrock, providing
document management
solutions to over 300 businesses
! :  
Commenting on ASL’s 7th
  @ $ %
Garius, managing director of ASL, said: “DOS have a built a strong and loyal
customer base in the south of England and they will add strength and depth
 @     <  @ !      
on-going plans for growth and expansion, and we chose DOS carefully because
their high standards and commitment to customer service match those of ASL.”
Z:"? != #?C : %  $"  
turnover to over £17 million. They will continue their excellent MPS service,
supported by ALS’s additional capabilities.
  ! ?!    !  !?     !
 !    {?  
ASL was founded in 1991 and is one of the largest independent
reprographics print solution suppliers in the UK.

MONTH IN FM

WORLD LEADER CUTS FUEL COSTS WITH FUEL
CARD SERVICES
 C] ! !    !Y  _ 
refuelling costs down with the help of Fuel Card Services. Its 320+ vehicles are
all refuelled using fuel cards from Fuel Card Services.
Y  _?  !  @    !
 @ !
@  !  %  ]  %!%$ $   
      
 $?   !$   %
then introduced transaction charges on top. Just one weekly refuelling per
vehicle would cost £30,000 more annually, so we needed a better deal. Fuel
Card Services is better in every way, from the personal service to the real cost
savings.”
 Y  _] ?   ! : % _!     
cards. It also uses fuel cards personalised to individuals. Fixed weekly pricing
means that it saves up
to 4p per litre on average
pump prices. A single
weekly invoice covers all
transactions, for all fuel
!%    ] 
Fuel Card Services has
a range covering every
major brand, specialist
networks, supermarkets
and motorway services,
so that it can meet
customer needs exactly,
without compromise.

 www.asl-group.co.uk

 www.fuelcardservices.com

 0845 207 7000

 0844 870 9988

ADVANCED PANELS PROTECT FLAGSHIP
CROSSRAIL STATION

FORBO BRINGS STYLE BACK TO REFURBISHED
OFFICE SPACE

@      ]   Y  !:  
London’s Northern Line and the new £14.8 billion Crossrail network, set to
 =%?   !$    $ !@ !
The entire station has undergone a major reconstruction to integrate with
the Crossrail service and it is expected to cater for up to 200,000 passengers
every day once the new line opens.
 !%  !!@ !"_   
   !     $%  $!    +  !$ 
Bailey there are currently two MxPro 4 networked panels installed in the
station, which will increase to four when two MxPro 5 panels are added to the
Y  ?  !    != ] _ $_
means that these can be integrated seamlessly into the existing system, along
with additional
components.
The MxPro 4
system is fully
compliant with
relevant EN54 Parts
2 and 4. MxPro 5
its more advanced
successor is
approved to EN54
parts 2, 4 and 13
and is backwards
compatible with
MxPro 4.

#  
Bristol has been
restored to its former
glory thanks to the
installation of Forbo
Flooring System’s
Tessera Format carpet
 %{  ]
was severely damaged
]!Y  @ 
CRM specialists, The
 !@   ' !%   ! ]      !? 
!  !? ]@   ? !? !? !
    # !B
~ %?  ! }  %    C  %
!<   @ $C   ]@   !> >
  $     $! $    %?   !==
Tessera Format carpet tiles in contemporary grey colour tone; chimney sweep,
which allowed the existing bright colour pops featured around the prestigious
#   $ ! 
    !@   ' !  !  ! 
  % ! }   !   @ @ ! {
system’, for which it has a fully employed team who are specially trained to
carry this out.
The Real Adventure Unlimited was extremely impressed with the product
  !         

 www.advancedco.com

 www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/offices
 www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/tessera
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CODELOCKS INTRODUCES NEW SMART
LOCKER LOCK

BRAND NEW PRODUCTS FROM BALDWIN
BOXALL TO BE REVEALED AT ISE 2016

Combines keypad and
smart card access with
the ability to set access
codes from a remote
location and manage
through NFC-enabled
tablet.
Codelocks has
announced details
of a new SMART lock
 @! ] _ 
access for end users
and makes it faster and
easier for operators to manage and control access to large numbers of lockers,
cabinets or enclosures.
Based on its popular 1500 locker lock, the new KitLock 1550 SMART is a
multi-purpose, multi-functional digital lock with the ability to support many
!#    
As well as being used in its most basic form, i.e. programmed via the keypad
and accessed using a four-digit code, the KL1550 SMART supports Private and
Public Use, MIFARE-based smart cards and NetCode.
Using an NFC-enabled tablet (available to purchase separately), operators
can upload selective programs and features, and download audit trail data on
demand in a matter of seconds.
The product is available to order in silver grey and is priced at £99. The NFCenabled SMART tablet is available to purchase separately at a cost of £250.

Baldwin Boxall is looking forward to welcoming visitors to ISE in February
(number 3-C111), a stand they are sharing with their Dutch distributor TAU
 !: +:?$ $ ? $! # 
stand expect to see many new faces, as well as catching up with contacts
already well known to them.
The company is announcing several new products at ISE 2016 and so are
expecting even more interest than usual. New products include the VIGIL
 %+ +    %       
and a four-way toilet alarm control unit. The popular Omnicare Emergency
Voice Communication system and disabled toilet alarm systems will also be on
display at the show. These products, as you would expect from Baldwin Boxall,
have an undeniable reputation of being robust and exceptionally reliable.
} ! :  _%'*% $!    $   $
of design and build of its products, but also on its customer service and
support, which
directors and
 #  @ 
paramount to
their success.
Customer
testimonials
and a longterm customer
relationships
prove this to be
the case.

 www.codelocks.co.uk/kitlock/kl1550-kitlock-locker-lock.html

 www.baldwinboxall.co.uk

 01635 239645

EASILUME LAUNCHES NEW WEBSITE
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The UK’s leading
distributor of
plumbing and
heating products,
Wolseley UK, has
won the Data Centre
Cooling Impact
category at the RAC
Cooling Industry
Awards for its European Data Centre.
Supported by FM company Cloudfm, Wolseley UK took an innovative
approach to cooling its new custom built data centre in Leamington Spa. It was
decided at the building stage that the design inlet temperature would be 27°c,
the upper limit of current Ashrae guidelines, rather than the usual 22°c. Working
at this heat has been shown to prolong the life of servers, as well as opening up
the market in terms of available product.
<          %<  $'*
achieved eight per cent above their anticipated reduction in energy demand,
and reduced electricity usage by 11 per cent.
Cloudfm played a central role in the planning and commissioning stages of
the project. Director of technical consultancy at Cloudfm, Derrick Hidden and
  ! @ $? !<  $'*" ?  !# % !
BREEAM Excellent, and were therefore well placed to help deliver the ambitious
targets for the data centre.

 www.EasiLume.com

 www.cloudfmgroup.com

 0333 800 5555
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WESTERN AIR DUCTS INSTALLS INTELLIGENT
LEV SOLUTION AT NEW RESEARCH CENTRE
The new High
Temperature Research
Centre (HTRC) will
provide the UK with
?!> !
investment casting
capabilities – and
to tackle the dust
extraction and fume
extraction challenges
these processes
involve, Western Air
Ducts has designed
and installed a
complete, intelligent LEV system.
Z      ?   "       
] _ $  !%<    !  !  
!  !  $ %   @   !      !
with the company’s patented intelligent air control system, Inteliair, to provide
_  !  $ # $
Inteliair simultaneously reduces operating costs, lowers carbon footprint
!@   $$   # $!   _  %
   _  !@   $         @ !$
the automatic continuous monitoring of demand, and the regulation of
the extraction or supply of air in accordance with that demand – providing
potential energy cost savings of over 40 per cent.
 www.westernairducts.com

 info@wad.co.uk

UPGRADE OF REFRIGERATION FANS DELIVERS
80 PER CENT SAVINGS FOR CONVENIENCE
STORES IN NORTHERN IRELAND
Leading fan manufacturer ebm-papst and Cross-Group, which delivers
industrial and commercial refrigeration solutions, worked together to install
over 2,000 new fans for the Henderson Group throughout their company
owned stores in Northern Ireland. The project replaced the existing stock of
38W AC fridge fans with ebm-papst’s EC 8W fans.
The fan installations led to reduced fan power and heat load in the fridge
cabinets, resulting in an 80 per cent reduction in energy consumption across
the Henderson Group stores, including those under the Spar brand. The
upgrade project is expected to deliver annual cost savings in excess of £70,000
    !  !   
across all the stores.
The project to upgrade the existing stock of 2,000 fridge fans was part of
the Henderson Group’s energy reduction initiative, and was completed in
conjunction with a fridge LED
    @! 
comprehensive energy savings
across its stores.
Z      ! 
project include a reduction in
noise levels in the refrigeration
cabinets and improvements in
the reliability and performance
of the refrigeration cabinets in
the stores.
 www.ebmpapst.co.uk

 +44 (0) 1761 416700

NEW DROPBOX HQ FEATURES KÄHRS OAK CASA
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 www.kahrs.com
 sales@kahrs.com

 023 9245 3045

ISD SOLUTIONS
APPOINTS MIKE
GOODHEAD TO HEAD
NEW INDUSTRIAL
WATERPROOFING
DIVISION
ISD Solutions, a leader in specialised
composite panel construction and
cladding solutions, including retail and distribution warehouses, cold store
facilities and data centres, has launched a new division targeting the massive
!  !   ?   +:+!  < 
Division will complement existing projects and enhance the range of technical
    @ #  !   %   !  
The company has appointed divisional manager Mike Goodhead to head up
 ?!@ ! !@ $ " _    ? 
industry, 10 years as contracts director at Brindley Asphalt, and has worked
on some of the UK’s largest projects including The Mailbox in Birmingham, the
   Y      !!:Y   Z%   
award winning green development.
  ?!@? !  ?   
for bridge decks, loading bays, car parks and associated works as well as
 !!  C   ?  !
    %@    ! %!    !
!@ % !  %    %Y     %  $
assured workmanship and guarantees.
 www.isd-solutions.co.uk

 sales@isd-solutions.co.uk

 01452 520 649
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BOILERMAG BREAKS NEW GROUND
WITH BM3 CLEANER

NEW AUTODAM FOR PASSIVE, AUTOMATIC
FLOOD PROTECTION

  %      !$  } %
has announced a major new development for heating system treatment with
the news that its BM3 heating system cleaner formula has been upgraded to
include a trace indicator ingredient.
This is great news for heating system service engineers and installers who
 @ $ !      >]  !  @  ]  
  ] !   {$ 
To accompany the high performance BM3 formula, the BoilerMag range now
includes packs of BM3 test strips. When dipped into a system water sample the
strip will change colour, and the colour
indicates dosage levels. If the process is
   !{ ]   ?! 
$     $]  !
The new ultra-improved formula has
also delivered some market leading
results in key performance criteria,
achieving outstanding results in
dispersing limescale and iron oxide.
The cleaning process is a vital
step in optimising heating system
performance.
 #  @      % }
heating system cleaner can be used
in conjunction with the BM1 central
heating system inhibitor and the
}   

Ham Baker has launched
Autodam, a simple yet
 $ #  @ @ 
]!!   $   
automatically rises when
water levels increase.
Quick and easy to install,
  $ ?
excavation, Autodam is
ideal for homeowners and
commercial use, also acting
as a conventional surface
water drain in normal weather
conditions.

 www.spear-and-jackson.com

 www.hambakergroup.com

 sales@neill-tools.co.uk

Activated solely by the pressure of water (or
 ?    !% !
provides 24/7 reliability and peace of mind for
property protection.
Ham Baker can supply Autodam for almost
any installation, in a choice of stainless steel,
 $ !  !! ]  >
mounted for wheelchair access, whilst optional
extras include visible and audio alarms, plus a
     !?    
business design.

 0114 281 4242

 +44 (0) 1782 202300

POLISH NURSING HOME PROTECTED FROM
FIRE AND FALSE ALARMS BY ADVANCED

DATARACKS LAUNCHES MICRO DATA CENTRE

One of Poland’s premier nursing and care establishments, Dom Seniora
<? * ?%?   !? !  $>
 !_ $ !@ !  Y 
   {? 
The exclusive nursing home is a private resort located in close proximity
   }* ?% @ ? :  
    %?  #  % ?!   !! %
  !$!@ !"_ $ ?   $@ !  
in Poland.
*$  %
spokesperson for
Advanced partner Zeto
Projeckt, said: “We chose
the Axis EN system
    @ $  
!    !
 $  
installation. The system
is also very stable, which
helps to avoid false
alarms, something that’s especially important in this type of establishment.
<  Y       %? ?  
      ! #    $   ? !  !
 @  
Advanced’s high performance networking allows the Axis EN system to be
accessed via web browser using a bespoke ipGateway module.

Dataracks – the pioneer of cold aisle containment – is set to revolutionise the
data centre industry again, this time with the launch of the Micro Data Centre
Y @ @  !  ! #  %   $
!?  $    ! %@   !
 > #  @  
A new concept for the data centre industry, the self-contained MDC provides
] _ % !$  $     !@ $$?  ? 
a power supply and access for cooling pipework or ventilation. It uses high
# $    ! @  _   # $! 
environmental independence,
lowering the cost of ownership
and allowing rack densities to
be increased as needs change.
Jeremy Hartley, MD of
Dataracks, commented:
“We are proud to be leading
the way in data centre
miniaturisation. Regardless of
 %  
are looking for the same
features in a data centre
] _ $%   $!
  #  @  ! 
Y#     
!    
data centre without the cost
and complexity of bespoke
installations.”

 www.advancedco.com

 www.dataracks.com
 sales@dataracks.co.uk
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BSS STAKES FUTURE IN LEICESTER WITH
FLAGSHIP HQ OPENING

LIFT BUSINESS

BSS Industrial has staked its
future in Leicester with the
   ?] ~;
in Enderby. BOSS Court was
opened by managing director
Y ~ # !@ %
Contract Merchanting Division,
CEO Frank Elkins. BSS has been
part of the builders merchant
giant Travis Perkins since 2010.
The business had spent 116
years in its previous Fleet House
#      !
?   @ > @ !? 
road marks the end of an era, it
also represents the underwriting
of over 150 local jobs and another
 @    @ 
in the county.
This investment follows the recent £1m development and job creation
scheme at the company’s huge industry leading warehouse complex at Magna
Park, Lutterworth.
+ " ?!? %$Y ~ # %!? "  !$  !  
our new dawn also rises in Leicester. It is and remains our home town; and
    C?  @        >  
long-term commitment to the city. Here’s to the next 100 years in Leicester!”

Clos-o-Mat,
already established
as Britain’s
leading supplier
of accessible
washrooms for
the thousands of
people who need
the help of a carer,
now has a range of
$> >  {
     
to optimise their
safety and dignity.
+ #  % =  @ $!$ C  !      !"%
says Kelvin Grimes, Clos-o-Mat’s project manager for its out of home facilities.
<      ! $!    %   
only set to increase. Yet for a comparatively nominal investment, which can
 #      %   !  !+ ? !   
additional space in the WC compartment, and would improve safety of all
involved.
“Importantly, properly publicised, it would increase business: up to 20 per
cent of a typical business’ customer base is disabled; people make a conscious
decision to visit- or not- places based on their knowledge/opinion of the toilet
facilities provided.”
Clos-o-Mat’s ceiling track (X/Y) hoists can carry up to 200kg (31stone), and
can, at the push of a button, be moved to wherever needed in the room,
  $   ?       

 www.travisperkinsplc.co.uk

 www.clos-o-mat.com

BIN DESIGN ENCOURAGES RECYCLING

ALTRO CREATES ‘WOW’ FACTOR AT
NEW BIRTHING UNIT
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 www.leafieldrecycle.com
 comms@leafield-environmental.com
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 www.altro.co.uk

 01225 816541
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NEW ENTRANCE MATTING’S A HIT
WITH HARLEQUINS

OCS LEADS NEW INDUSTRY APPROACH TO
HEALTH AND SAFETY

The DHL Stand
Reception of the
Twickenham Stoop,
the home of the
~    
given an exciting
new entrance area
makeover thanks to
! >! !
carpet manufacturer
Heckmondwike FB.
The club, which plays in the Aviva Premiership, was recommended
~ !? }"    !       !
as soon as supporters and visitors enter the reception area.
~ !? } !~  "!    
Diamond range combined with the yellow and red logo of DHL, the club’s
Principal Partner.
Diamond is a very popular entrance area solution, featuring a distinctive
 ! #    % _   $ !? !? @ $
Diamond entrance matting from Heckmondwike FB provides a robust, high
performance solution, ensuring entrance areas look inviting for years to come
without high maintenance costs.
Diamond entrance matting from Heckmondwike is suitable for a wide range
   !     !!# 
   ! '*%!# ?  %?  _   
thermal and acoustic properties.

OCS is using latest technology to pioneer a new approach to the management
of Health and Safety in the facilities management sector. The Logincident
app acts as a risk management tool for businesses operating in a heightened
risk environment.
Logincident captures information relating to near miss and adverse events
on a mobile device in the form of voice text, scroll-down menus, photographs
and video. Data is stored on the cloud and is immediately available to give
enhanced visibility of incidents and early intervention by the Health and
Safety team.
ZY:!  ~:;+ !#   !!  @! 
 ??$     # % ! #  @ ?$  !!@  
events, helping to keep people safe and increasing risk defensibility. This
approach highlights the importance OCS places on wellbeing and drives a real
cultural change in Health and Safety best practice.”

 www.heckmondwike-fb.co.uk

 www.ocs.co.uk

 +44 (0) 1924 406161

MATTING MADE FOR
A ROYAL ENTRANCE
COBA Flooring’s Premier Entrance Tiles have
been installed at Royal Victoria Place Shopping
Centre in Kent. The entrance matting, selected
and installed by UK Facilities Solutions, is an
interlocking PVC/carpet tile system that is a
popular and practical choice for many shopping
centres and retail environments.
'!  
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 www.cobaeurope.com/flooring
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INSPECT SOLUTIONS, INC LAUNCHES
FLOORING INSPECTION SERVICES IN THE
UNITED KINGDOM

WINTER WRAPPED UP!

To help you prepare for the colder months we’ve got winter wrapped up with
our comprehensive range of winter safety products.
Turbocast 800 Gritter can be used as a broadcast or drop spreader. Turbocast
800 will hold approximately 10 x 25kg bags of rock salt and gives controlled,
accurate coverage up to 8 metres width at speeds from 5-20mph.
Turbocast 300 spreads to a width of between 3 and 7 metres with minimum
# !  $  !% @ ?  $! 
Nestor 400 Grit Bin has a double skinned lid for supreme strength and
!  $ ?   ! #       
in strong winds and therefore protects the contents from adverse weather
conditions.
 www.gritbins.co.uk

 01253 600410

@!]   @      ' !*!
manufacturers, distributors, retailers, etc. Founded in 2003, Inspect Solutions,
+    !  $ ]!  $
Customer Care is our #1 priority and communication is the key. You will
receive automated notices for scheduling and when the investigation has
  !
Detailed
attention is
given to every
claim. We have
  ¢
web-based
management
system.
We manage
your inspection
   $ 
do not spend
valuable company time searching for inspectors and keeping track of
their progress.
  !! $   @   !% @ ? !$   ! ? 
over 100+ years of combined experience, and professionally formatted.
We look forward to serving your inspection needs. Please email us for further
 !   
 www.inspectsolutions.co.uk

 jguyette@inspectsolutions.com

 sales@glasdon-uk.co.uk

 03308 280857

EASILUME’S LEDS FIT THE BILL
FOR FOCUS SCHOOL

PIG OF A JOB? NO PROBLEM FOR A
FLOWPLANT JETTER!
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Flowplant’s engineering team has worked together with Canford Drains to
create a bespoke van pack with a greater water storage capacity and high
# $C ? 
Canford Drains provides 24 hours drain clearance. Owners Mark and Adrian
Naylor approached Flowplant with an interest in its 300 Series van pack jetting
     !  ?  # $!   ? ?  $ 
some of its client’s premises. Flowplant proposed installing a 400 litre water
    !$ ?    # $C  
$  !Z   %$%? _   $  !?  
 ?@  ?  !{  ! @ $%     !
!#  C !  $Z   $  !  !
some pig skins down the drains which had blocked up the main line to
the pumping station as well as the sewer to many other units on the same
industrial estate.
“Jay jetted up the
225mm line with the
  # $ 
attached. He broke
through the blockage,
successfully cleared it
and was so impressed
with the machine and
    ! 
to say he wouldn’t have
been able to do the job
without them!”

 www.EasiLume.com

 www.flowplant.com

 0333 800 5555

 01722 325 424
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DEALERSHIP STAYS ON ROAD THANKS TO
TEMPORARY SOLUTION

POWERVAMP STRENGTHEN SERVICE THANKS
TO SUPPORT CAPABILITY

A busy car dealership has moved into state-of-the-art temporary facilities
during the development of a new showroom complex.
Work to replace a 40-year-old building with modern accommodation at
Robins and Day Peugeot in Surrey won’t be complete until February. And the
company turned to Spaciotempo to ensure the project had little or no impact
on customers.
The temporary building specialists have provided a custom-built facility that
?  "    " !   ? 
  $>! !>   !%@!==    
 ? %?   !  < >>  C  @ !$
 < %  $@         Y   
 %!< "@  ! @  ?     C   $
four years and have used Spaciotempo to provide temporary accommodation
while the work is carried out.
  ! 
seamlessly with our brand
 $@!    $
_  ! 
with external signage that
make them look and feel
the same as our customers
have become used to in our
permanent showrooms.”
Spaciotempo buildings
also create professional environments for new car launches, promotional
campaigns or simply to deliver extra space for vehicle displays.

While Powervamp Ltd is probably known best as a manufacturer of stateof-the-art product lines for aviation ground power, emergency lighting and
engine starting, the company’s service and support capability has now
emerged as one of its
key strengths.
“Customers working
in mission-critical
 !  @ %
or in the emergency
lighting sector, need
our products to remain
in consistent prime
condition,” says director
Jake Mearns. “They
?    
professional installation
and commissioning, regular checks, and the availability of a fast-reacting
service team.
“We have built up our servicing operation to provide all this and more. We
?# $  ?! > @ $@ $
  ?   %!? !  ? ?%!   
partly on the basis of our servicing credentials.”
The dedicated service team is based at Powervamp’s extensive premises at
Barton-le-Clay in Bedfordshire.
? @# !  !  @ $ @ !
is another key function for the servicing team.

 www.spaciotempo.co.uk

 www.powervamp.com

 sales@spaciotempo.co.uk

 info@powervamp.com

FMS INVITED TO ATTEND LIFTEX 2016

SMOOTH TRANSIT

Solutions for maintenance,
modernisation, compliance
with safety regulations and
@  $ # $
 C    {>  !
issued being addressed at
the forthcoming LIFTEX 2016
event. Running from 25 – 26th
May 2016 at London’s ExCeL,
LIFTEX is the meeting place for
FMs looking to keep up to date
?   {!     % ?%! %  !% 
  # 
Z !$ {!
Escalator Industry Association
(LEIA), LIFTEX takes place
once every three years. A
free seminar programme will
accompany the event with a
  $  !
FMs on maintenance contracts
! {
“We know that the
      
 ! {   ! _ ?!  
   "? $@  +?#     ! ! 
solutions for free.”
'      3%z        ) 

New digital LED screens from Messagemaker are helping to direct freight
        _ ?   ? #
management signage system. Four new 3.5 metre high visibility signs have
   !?  !$    
  !! ? 
drivers are cleared to
proceed.
Felixstowe is
Britain’s biggest and
busiest container
port, handling more
than 3.7million
TEUs (Twenty-foot
 @  ' 
each year. With direct
rail and road links
connecting the port
to distribution hubs
in the Midlands and elsewhere in the UK, Felixstowe plays a pivotal role in
keeping the UK’s trade moving.
The Port Authorities took the decision to upgrade to the new digital LED
 ?  @  #    !$   !
to become unreliable. With a need to create a big visual impact at a low cost,
Messagemaker not only won the contract and delivered on the brief, but also
installed the project on time and to budget.
Z#  !$ !  @  %@! 
!$ @   @  +!!   #   %
Messagemaker LED screens are ideal for visitor information and safety
announcements in all kinds of transport and industrial applications.

 www.liftex2016.com

 www.messagemaker.co.uk
 0800 170 7780
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BLOG/CHARITY 

INTERSERVE’S REMEMBRANCE SCULPTURE
RAISES OVER £2,000
        $ !  
    
     

services group, Interserve, has
  ~&<{ 
'! (   
The sculpture – which
   %^&
^
 
  
] 
{#    
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The sculpture has now been
 &  
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THE MONTHLYY BL
BLOG FROM MARTYN FREEMAN, MITIE'S FACILITIES MANAGEMENT MD

LOCAL CHARITIES TO BENEFIT
FROM SERCO FUNDING
Serco, Canterbury City Council’s environmental
service partner, has chosen three local charities to
 /    
Collection Guarantee
[+|  z¢<
Rising Sun Domestic
Violence & Abuse Service,
+      & , (_ 
+  ~z&zzz    % 
two years to run community projects across the
+     
Rising Sun Domestic Violence & Abuse Service
      2 
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       %    
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WHAT HAPPENED TO PASSION IN FM?
IN THE LATEST INSTALLMENT OF HIS MONTHLY BLOG MITIE’S FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
MD ASKS WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO ALL THE PASSION THE INDUSTRY USED TO BOAST?
As we all know, there is currently a big debate
surrounding how the 21st century FM model
must reshape itself. It is something which comes
up in nearly every strategy meeting I attend.
To bring the whole debate into more focus
we decided to host a workshop with half a
dozen of the industry’s most influential and
forward-thinking execs. As you can imagine the
enthusiasm was very high.
One attendee really captured my attention
thanks to the deep passion that he clearly feels
about what he is doing.
His role truly matters to him. He happily
admits that his standards may be unusually
high and his demands of suppliers exceptional,
but he genuinely believes he has personally
failed unless he has created the ideal working
environment for his people.
He suggests that this kind of feeling can only
come if you have real investment in the business,
which doesn’t mean a financial one, but an
emotional one. In other words you have to care
about the organisation.
Contrast this with a Gallup poll in the US that
recently found 90 per cent of people who go to
work feel unengaged. They simply don’t want
to be there, but financial pressures give them
no option.
So I’m wondering, how can we as an industry
inspire passion among the people who work

for us, even at the most basic level? Not just for
the job you’re doing, but for the organisation of
which you are a part? Is it something that comes
from within or something that management has
to lead?
Certainly I know some people doing
outstanding jobs for companies that see them
as just a human resource, a situation I believe is
tragic for both employee and employer.
A couple of months ago I travelled to
Manchester on the train and found myself sitting
next to a Virgin Stewardess. She was wearing
her bright red cabin crew uniform, having flown
in from a long-haul that morning. I couldn’t
but help notice that, even though she had just
finished a 14-hour shift and travelled through
the night, she was still enthused about how her
company puts its customers first.
Similarly a few months ago when I changed
my car I found myself drawn to do business with
the dealership where the staff genuinely cared
not just about me, but the vehicles they sold,
with advice and guidance to help me make the
right choice.
Of course, it is much easier to be enthusiastic
when you’ re taking happy people on holidays
or business or selling exciting cars. Our industry
presents a different challenge.
We have to get the same level of motivation
from people who get up at 4.00am to work in an

Martyn Freeman, managing director,
facilities management at Mitie
empty building with little contact outside their
own workgroup and no sense of being part of
the organisation whose premises they are
looking after.
There’s a much quoted tale in our industry
about a presidential visit to the Houston Mission
Control Centre of NASA where the President met
one of the staff who maintained the toilets and
asked him what he did there. “I’m helping to put
an American on the Moon” was his reply.
Clearly he could see the bigger picture –
the ‘Why’ of his employer and maybe that’s
where we need to look. Not at the SLAs, KPIs,
procurement costs, but at the whole reason of
why our staff get out of bed in the morning.
I’m sure this will be just one of many themes
we discuss as we redefine out industry. I also
think it’s one of the most important.
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PEOPLE
NEW CLIENT RELATIONSHIP
DIRECTOR AT EMPRISE

Andy Windebank has been appointed as client
relationship director at support services company,
Emprise Services, where he will be responsible for
managing and developing key client relationships across
all sectors of Emprise’s cleaning division.
Windebank joins the company from OCS, where he
spent 15 years most recently as operations director in the
     3 
   ,  
and Gatwick airports for airlines, airport operators and
other stakeholders; and latterly as client relations director
for aviation.

WESTWAY EXPANDS MANAGEMENT TEAM
Technical building services provider, Westway has
expanded its senior management team with the
appointment of Jason Pease as deputy managing
director.
As well as providing support for Westway’s managing
director, Andy Donnell, Pease will have full budgetary
and operational responsibility for Westway’s non-retail
business, working closely with the building service
provider’s commercial, service and operational teams.
Prior to joining the company, Pease spent two years’ as
service director for leading automatic door and access
specialists DORMA UK. Before that, he spent 17 years as general manager running the
company’s sales and operations in its northern region.

Arcus strengthens senior operational team
Facilities management and maintenance provider, Arcus Solutions, has announced two key
appointments to its senior operational team to support the company’s focus on delivering the
highest levels of service.
Jay Vekaria joined Arcus Solutions in 2013 and has been promoted to head of central operations.
Vekaria has day-to-day responsibility for central operations strategy and delivery including group
procurement, the Service Solutions helpdesk, and the company’s Health & Safety, Quality and
Environment (HSQE) strategy.
Supporting Vekaria is Ciaran Dalton who takes up the role of HSQE manager. Dalton will have the
responsibility of the daily management of Arcus Solutions’ HSQE team.

Mechanical and
Electrical Engineer
£42,294 - £48,626 per annum incl. of
Outer London weighting
Hendon Campus
Permanent

Ref: EST294
Middlesex University wish to recruit an experienced enthusiastic
M & E Engineer to support the Estates Operational Team. The role will
require the delivery of Mechanical and Electrical services and projects
across the campus as well as professional delivery of planned and
preventative maintenance for Mechanical and Electrical services.
The successful candidate will manage the full lifecycle of projects and
M&E maintenance contracts from conception to operation working with
in-house teams, contractors and consultants within the University.
They will also take an active role in managing our BMS in conjunction
with our contractors to achieve high levels of comfort for our occupants
in an energy efficient manner.
They will ideally be qualified to a degree level in an engineering/
scientific discipline with relevant professional qualifications
(e.g. CIBSE, CEng, IEng). In addition to the above experience,
candidates must be able to demonstrate the ability to work well
within a diverse team and communicate effectively with clients,
colleagues and other University stakeholders.
To apply, please visit the Middlesex University job website:
http://www.mdx.ac.uk/about-us/work-for-us/job-vacancies or
for any informal enquiries they can be made to Andrew Dickie,
Director, Estate and Facilities Management Service at
A.Dickie@mdx.ac.uk or Jamie Smith, Deputy Director,
at J.Smith@mdx.asc.uk
Closing Date: 18th January 2016
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CAREER LADDER

Facilities Management is known to be a career
Name: Martyn Webster
Current role:
FM, Royal College of
Vetinary Surgeons
Born: Finchley, North London
Lives: Hertfordshire

that people fall into from other sectors. In
this regular column, FMJ chats to a facilities
professional about how they got into the
sector and takes a look at their career path.
This month we talk to Martyn Webster the
FM at the Royal College of Vetinary Surgeons

? 5  [
I worked in my family’s retail business,
learning about stock control, forward
sales planning, and accounts
management.
? 5  [ 
"  
$ C? ?  
services administrator for a big quango
type organisation with its HQ in central
London. It was a large site, with a 24/7
security presence.
? 5   
*       !
     
The Quango had an Estates
    %?  !{   $
acquisition and leases, but always
made it clear that the day-to-day
routine operation of the site was
a “facility management” function,
although only titled as Central
Services. I was very fortunate my boss
retired and the new man was widely
experienced in property administration
and formally “re-branded” my job as
“facilities management”.
? What made you choose FM as
 
I love the practical problem solving
aspects of the job, and having a
tangible outcome to show for what I
!%?
   ! %# 
moves, or energy saving initiatives. So,
like many other FMs, I was drawn to an
occupation where a hands on approach
and human interaction is needed!
? How did you progress through
 *  
{   $   ; %
I was made redundant due to a
reorganisation. I then worked for an
FM contractor, on Central Government
sites, and also carried out various

audits for them on a power station,
which was interesting. When that
   !+? !
commercial TV company, with a very
!#   ? $+ !
experienced previously, before joining
my present employer, a regulatory
body in central London.
? 0V   
   " !
* 
I do not hold a formal FM degree, but
have been fortunate to undertake a
?!    ! 
my career, including H&S courses,
CAD training, energy management,
budgetary control and monitoring, all
of which contributed to qualifying me
as MBIFM. Strong interpersonal skills,
a “can do” attitude, and an ability to
listen and learn are essential skills that
an FM must have, if they are to be able
to respond to changing situations.
? What was your worst ever
 
Anxious to make a good impression
I responded to an interview panel
question asking for my opinion
regarding a proposed project being
considered. My response was rather too
enthusiastic, and would have cost them
  +  $    +
was going to be too expensive!
? What was the best job that you
 
I applied for an FM job at the (then new)
National Archives at Kew. There was a
large candidate group, with a range of
!#   ?   ! @ ?+
was short listed and came back twice
and was interviewed by the senior
management, and given a tour of the
new premises. The discussions were
friendly and informative, and I really
thought I had it in the bag, but I heard

that it was awarded to a candidate with
an engineering degree. I was gutted.

documented, but the marketing needs
to be stronger and focused.

? What is your greatest
contribution to the FM sector, or


? What advice would you give
to young people coming into the
* 

I am always aware of the need for FMs
to respond to constantly changing
situations and economic pressures.
I have helped my current employer
adapt a comparatively compact, listed
 !% !  
  !!  #%! !  
the energy bill in real terms, in the face
of growing demands for more services,
by careful application of energy saving
solutions. This has only been possible
by close integration and co-operation
with the end users, to ensure that
everyone is focused on the same
end result.

Learn as much as you can about the
core skills that apply to most FM roles,
by contacting BIFM. Ask questions!
People will respond to intelligent
requests for knowledge, and be pleased
to help. Try and get some basic training
early, to back up the “on-the-job”
experience.

? What’s changed most since you
 "
The changes never stop! The profession
has become increasingly recognised
as an important discipline, covering
an enormous range of responsibilities.
There is now growing pressure for
FMs to be represented at Board Level,
since they are instrumental in making
      #  
operation of companies, and the ranges
 ?@  ]   
recognition of this growing importance.
? What would make the biggest
 1"  !
 
Raising schools and careers awareness
       # 
Many FMs “fall in to the job” but a
heightened awareness at an early
  ? !@   + @ 
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the buildings are managed, and the
costs involved. The training is well

? Who’s your mentor (either in FM
  
I am now my own mentor. I drive myself
to give my very best regardless of the
size of the project, or circumstance. I
loathe shoddy work, and always look
to give that little extra. I think I have
always been self motivated, but I
learned to be realistic about what I can
achieve in present surroundings. I have
good friends elsewhere in the industry,
and we compare notes and give each
other very frank assessments from time
to time!
? What matters more: challenging/
interesting work, the opportunity
   
[   
I think the adaptable FM, with a
good skills set, should grasp the
  $ ?] _$$
location. If they are looking for a
challenge or interesting work, then job
security will naturally follow them. I
  $  ] _ $ 
working time arrangements is very
important. FM cannot be regarded as
a general 9-5 job. It never has been,
and the demands of the job need to
be embraced, but still managed, to
provide a sensible work/home balance.

Would you, or someone you know, like to be featured in our career ladder column? If you’re an operational
FM with more than 10 years’ experience in the sector, then email charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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